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Preface

When we began to embark on the path that eventually led to this book, and 
while trying to provide an accurate and possibly interesting way to explain 
the role of AI in this pandemic, it seemed that saying “Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) Applications in a Pandemic: COVID- 19” could be a good way to start.

To be able to study and learn about the application of artificial intelli-
gence in this COVID- 19 has certainly been an honor and a great challenge 
for everybody.

Hopefully, in this book, we will be able to fulfil the main objective and dem-
onstrate the unique and useful applications of AI, in particular to COVID- 19, 
and to discuss new ideas and the importance of the artificial intelligence in 
this “COVID- 19 era,” expecting to examine the challenge of advancement of 
artificial intelligence in medical science. This book will be very effective to 
undergraduate and postgraduate studies, to analysts and academicians, and 
for high- quality researches of digital healthcare technologies.

My role in this book has been to collaborate with many good researchers 
around the world to bring their struggles, challenges, and philosophies before 
the readers. I am deeply grateful to them all for taking the time from their 
busy lives to write these case studies and work with me through the long edi-
torial process. I also extend my gratitude to all my colleagues in the domains 
of artificial intelligence to help resolve the problems of the COVID- 19 era.
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Role of Artificial Intelligence in COVID- 19
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1.1  Introduction

Coronavirus disease (COVID- 19) is an inflammation infection originated by 
novel coronavirus. Cold, cough, fever, and loss of smell and taste are gen-
eral symptoms of COVID- 19 and, in critical cases, respiratory problems. It 
has been declared a worldwide pandemic. The important phases of human 
life, such as transportation, education, health sector, marketing have been 
changed due to the attack of COVID- 19. Those infected with COVID- 19 suffer 
from respiratory problems but can recovered with proper medical aid. The 
virus can easily transmit from human to human, hence, it is one of the most 
dangerous viruses among all virus families. A total of 214 countries have been 
suffering from this deadly disease. As of September 10, 2020, the worldwide 
confirmed coronavirus cases numbered 27.5 million, and 894,983 deaths have 
occurred. The United States had the record for the most cases of COVID- 19, 
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nearly 6.3 million confirmed, and 190,856 deaths. Italy, Brazil, India, Spain, 
and Russia are some other countries that are enormously affected.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a trending technology for a large number of 
applications in several fields. Some major areas where AI can be utilized are 
medical diagnosis and healthcare, image processing, natural language pro-
cessing, banking sector, cyber security systems, and so forth. AI has number 
of branches based on different approaches of solving problems, among them 
Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) are the main categories. 
ML extracts meaningful features from given data and, hence, requires huge 
amount of data input. DL algorithms are able to solve complex problems from 
simple representations. DL uses multiple layers to learn data in deep manner. 
AI can definitely help us in addressing the problems raised by COVID- 19 
pandemic [1] .

1.2  Background

COVID- 19 is caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome, coronavirus 2 
(SARS- CoV- 2), a beta coronavirus. Wuhan city in China was the first city 
where this novel coronavirus reported on 31 December, 2019. Now almost all 
countries are suffering from the spread of COVID- 19. The number of infected 
cases are increasing day by day, and no sign of reduction in infected and 
death cases. Since the numbers of new cases and fatality rate are very large, 
the situation is not under control. The World Health Organization (WHO) is 
applying more effort in analysing and assessing the risk to the highest level.

Government have put in so much effort for a solution to fight the COVID- 
19 pandemic, as fully developed countries also facing the worst scenario. 
Governments’ attempts are mainly to stop the spreading of the virus. Hence, 
measures have been adopted by government, such as lock down of a par-
ticular state or country, the sealing of specific regions, and economic support 
packages to give financial aid in this pandemic situation, strengthen the 
health care system to face the most terrible consequences due to COVID- 19, 
provide adaptive policies to citizens, and so forth. People are also advised to 
stay safe and healthy, avoid public gatherings, use face masks, wash/ sanitize 
hands frequently, follow social distancing customs, and report health issues/ 
symptoms to regional health centers [3]. 

Infected patients must be screened effectively, and providing immediate 
medical aid is very much essential to fight the spreading of COVID- 19. The 
clinical screening method for COVID- 19 patients is reverse transcription 
polymerase chain reaction (RT- PCR), which uses respiratory samples for 
testing. This technique is manual and complicated. Because of shortage of 
supply of RT- PCR there is delay in the prevention of disease. This delay then 
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leads to healthy people communicating with infected patients and spreading 
the infection further. The cost of RT- PCR is also high, which makes the inter-
national scenario still worse [4] .

Recent advances in artificial intelligence show that many biomedical health 
problems and hurdles can be solved by applying ML and DL algorithms. 
Significant image features can be revealed by AI, features that are not evi-
dent in the original images. Powerful algorithms of neural networks have 
been proven tremendously beneficial in extracting the features and learning. 
It is extensively included in the research community as many communic-
able diseases such as COVID- 19, SARS, HIV, EBOLA, and non- communic-
able diseases such as diabetes, cancer, stroke, and so forth, can be diagnosed 
by applying powerful AI algorithms. The availability of a large amount of 
healthcare data can provide the useful features for AI algorithms to learn and 
to analyse the new problems and the handling of risky situations. Some of 
the repetitive jobs can be carried out by AI, such as analyzing medical tests, 
X- Ray images, CT scans, or available data that can reduce the human error 
in clinical diagnosis. Intelligent AI algorithms can provide up- to- date med-
ical information from medical journals, and regular clinical procedures and 
textbooks to physicians. Drug prediction and selection for particular diseases 
based on the clinical symptoms can be done by AI [8] .

1.3  Algorithms Used in Artificial Intelligence

AI has a diversity of applications in clinical studies and healthcare services. 
All healthcare applications under AI can be generally classified into two 
main categories [8] .

1. Structured data analysis, which includes biomarkers, images, and  
genes.

2. Unstructured data analysis, which comprises medical journals, survey 
reports, and notes.

Structured data analysis is based on machine learning and deep learning 
algorithms. The unstructured data analysis relies on Natural Language 
Processing algorithms. Figure 1.1 shows the ML and DL processing in 
healthcare systems. Machine learning algorithms usually extract features 
from available data known as patients’ “traits,” and is the outcome of 
patients’ diagnosis. ML has different algorithms that serve different purposes 
[8] . Some of the algorithms and techniques used in development of machine 
learning models for COVID- 19:
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 • Support Vector Machine
 • Neural Networks
 • Decision trees
 • KNN (K Nearest Neighbours)
 • Logistic regression
 • Random forest
 • Linear regression

1.3.1  Support Vector Machine (SVM)

SVM is primarily used in classification problems that need data sets to be 
divided into two classes based on a separating line, or a “hyperplane.” It takes 
data as input and as output gives a separating line that separates those two 
classes. The best solution is to provide the hyperplane with the greatest pos-
sible margin so that new data can be classified correctly. The points closest to 
the data plane are known as support vectors, the change in position of which 
would alter the position of the hyperplane itself [9] . Figure 1.2 shows the flow 
chart of SVM. The hyperplane will be defined based on the input data set and 
new data will be classified based on the separating line. Figure 1.3 illustrates 
a simple example of classifying the squares and ovals based on hyperplane. 
Here, the best hyperplane would be the right- tilted line rather than the ver-
tical line as it provides maximum margin so that squares and ovals can be 
classified correctly.

FIGURE 1.1
Classification of AI in Healthcare system.
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SVM in healthcare systems are mainly used for protein classification, image  
segmentation, and text categorization.

Case study: A classification method has been designed using the X- ray 
images of COVID- 19, healthy people versus pneumonia to screen out healthy 
and pneumonia effected people [10] . The dataset contains 127 validated 
COVID- 19 images, 127 pneumonia (63 bacterial pneumonia and 64 viral 
pneumonia) images and 127 healthy images. Finally, only 48 COVID- 19 
frontal view X- ray images were considered, which includes posteroanterior 
(PA) and anteroposterior (AP) views. Lung diseases can be examined with 
the help of views of these images. Figure 1.4 represents X- ray images of 
COVID- 19, bacterial pneumonia, viral pneumonia, and a normal person [10].

FIGURE 1.2
Flowchart of SVM.

FIGURE 1.3
Optimal hyperplane using SVM algorithm.
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Pre- trained networks are used to extract the features using dataset. These  
deep features are fed to SVM for classification; finally, image- classification  
methods based on a traditional approach has been carried out for detection  
of COVID- 19. The fully connected layer provides the deep features and will  
be fed to a classifier for training. These deep features will be used by SVM  
to categorize the input into different classes. Figure 1.5. shows the method of  
detection of COVID- 19, using SVM by applying deep features.

The author has compared the performance of 13 classifier models, among 
them ResNet plus SVM is better and could be able to provide minimum and 
maximum accuracy of 92 percent and 98.66 percent respectively.

1.3.2  Convoluted Neural Networks (CNN)

Deep learning is considered as a division of the broader family of 
machine learning. The most commonly used architectures are deep neural 
networks. Under deep neural networks, Convolutional Neural Networks 
(CNN) are widely popular. CNN is mainly used on images. They learn 
meaningful features from images by assigning weights to various aspects 
of the image [11] .

1. The important block in CNN is convolution operation; it is a mathemat-
ical operation that combines two sets of information. Convolution  

FIGURE 1.4
X- ray images of (a) COVID- 19, (b) bacterial pneumonia, (c) viral pneumonia, (d) normal.

FIGURE 1.5
Detection of COVID- 19 using SVM.
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is applied by sliding appropriate filters all over the input image to  
produce a feature map.

2. The second step makes use of Rectified Linear Function (ReLu) activa-
tion function. This increases nonlinearity in the images and, hence, it 
progresses the color.

3. The pooling step reduces the dimensionality, which leads to reduc-
tion in the number of parameters and, hence, to less training time and 
reduces over fitting.

4. The two- dimensional image matrix will be converted into a linear 
vector during the flattening process.

5. The final step is forming a fully connected layer. It will be packed com-
pletely with output of the previous layer and forms the desired number 
of Figure 1.6 provides the general steps involved in CNN which 
categorizes the vehicles into car, truck, van, and so forth.

Case study: Computed tomography (CT) can help in diagnosing COVID- 19 
patients. This work classifies and compares COVID and other viral pneu-
monia patients, using Convolutional Neural Networks [12]. Chest- high reso-
lution CT (CHCT) examination was done on all patients. The ground glassy 
opacity (GGO), “crazy- paving” pattern with a peripheral distribution and 
multifocal patchy amalgamation are the main chest CT findings of COVID- 19. 
Figure 1.7 shows chest Computer Tomographic images of COVID- 19, H1N1 
and viral pneumonia patients. The red arrows indicates GGO at different 
lobes in lungs [12].

In this work, CT images of the region of infection were initially defined  
per slice by radiologists for further analysis; 1020 CT slices were considered  
in this work. These slices were extracted from 108 subjects with confirmed  
COVID- 19 cases and 86 subjects with unusual pneumonia. Ten popular  
neural networks were applied to classify COVID and non- COVID patients.  

FIGURE 1.6
General steps involved in CNN.
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ResNet- 101 provided the highest sensitivity and accuracy of 99.51 percent  
and proved to be promising CNN for diagnosis of COVID. The author  
suggests using this method as adjuvant during CT imaging in the radiology  
department.

1.3.3  Decision Trees

Tree is a very powerful data structure for classification. Decision tree 
algorithms work for both continuous and categorical variables. It is a tree- 
like graph where nodes represent a place where an attribute will be selected 
and a question will be asked. Leaves of the tree represent the class label, 
which will be actual output. The given example will be classified by sorting 
them down the tree from root to leaf node. Each node will be a test case for 
some attribute [13].

The child cases will get formed at each node after running a classification 
algorithm. At the beginning the entire training set is considered as a root. 
As the algorithm runs, they are classified into various leaves of the tree. 
Figure 1.8 shows a simple illustration of the decision tree in predicting wea-
ther. In COVID 19 all the parameters are interlinked in a complex way. Using 

FIGURE 1.7
CT images of (a) 28- year- old patient with COVID- 19, (b) 33- year- old patient with COVID- 19, 
(c) 81- year- old H1N1 patient influenza, (d) 72- year- old patient with pneumonia.

FIGURE 1.8
Decision tree for weather prediction.
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decision tree algorithms the entire population can be split into groups and 
linear and nonlinear relationships can be mapped.

Case study: The Chest Radiography X- ray (CXR) can be used as an alter-
nate diagnosis method for COVID- 19 related pneumonia using a decision 
tree classifier from CXR images [14]. The author has considered normal and 
abnormal X- ray images and corresponding data of different types of lung 
diseases. These datasets are provided by different health organizations based 
on pathological diagnosis reviewed by radiologists. This work contains the 
binary decision trees. Every tree structure is trained by deep learning models. 
This classifies the images based on four- level decision trees. Four augmented 
X- ray imaging radiography systems (AXIRs) are used. The CXR images will 
be classified as normal or abnormal in the first decision tree. The second 
tree classifies the images containing the symptoms of tuberculosis from the 
abnormal images. The third tree identifies the symptoms of COVID 19. The 
accuracy of first, second, and third decision trees are 98 percent, 80 percent 
and 95 percent respectively. This method can be applied before the conven-
tional testing method of COVID- 19 as pre- screening process. Figure 1.9 shows 
the decision tree for classifying COVID and non- COVID patients.

1.3.4  K- Nearest Neighbours (KNN)

KNN is a widely used classifier algorithm. First the model is trained on 
the dataset, and the “K” value is chosen for predicting new test cases. 
Prediction works by calculating the distance function from a known point 
(labelled “input data”) plotted while training. The algorithm first finds 
“K” neighbours to a point that is at the least distance (Hamming distance, 
Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance, etc.). New data is mapped to a 
classification set based on the class of maximum neighbours. It is a com-
putationally expensive algorithm and needs data to be pre- processed 
before prediction. Figure 1.10 depicts the general conception of K- nearest 
neighbour, The new example to classify will be added to either Class A or 
Class B based on three steps [15].

1. Distance calculation
2. Finding Closest Neighbours
3. Vote for labels

Case- study: KNN classifier is more flexible and can be applied for complex  
classification problems. The author in [16] has introduced a model known  
as COVID- 19 Patient Detection Strategy (CPDS). Initially the features from  
CT images are extracted through Gray Level Co- occurrence Matrix (GLCM),  
and then the effective features are selected from Hybrid Feature Selection  
Methodology (HFSM). Finally based on the selected features fast and accurate  
detection of COVID- 19 is done through Enhanced KNN classifier (EKNN).  
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FIGURE 1.9
Flow chart of analysis of COVID and Non- COVID patients using decision tree.

FIGURE 1.10
K- nearest Neighbours.
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This algorithm can achieve 96 percent accuracy and also provide fast and  
more accurate results. Figure 1.11 shows the steps involved in detection of a  
COVID- 19 patient based on CPDS method.

1.3.5  Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a type of classification algorithm which, after studying 
the patterns in some independent variables, answers a yes/ no question. It 
transforms the output using logistic sigmoid function and gives a probability 
value that can then be mapped to two or more discrete classes. This sigmoid 
function maps any real value into another value between 0 and 1. It gives 
the probability of an event happening and is extensively used in the med-
ical field. Figure 1.12 shows the binary sigmoid function of variable x. The 
horizontal line indicates decision boundary [17]. Binary sigmoid function can 
have two values, 0 and 1. Classes can be categorized based on the sigmoid 
function as

FIGURE 1.11
COVID- 19 detection using CPDS strategy.
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Sigmoid(x) ≥ 0.5, class1

Sigmoid(x) ≤ 0.5, class 2

After studying various parameters available in the medical history of a 
person, it can tell the probability of a person’s contracting a disease. We have 
seen patterns such as mortality rates in different age groups, asymptomatic 
patient rates, and COVID severely affecting patients suffering from long- 
term diseases. By this algorithm we can predict people who are at higher risk 
and offer them better medical resources

Whether COVID- 19 patients at high risk will recover or not depends upon 
how early they are treated. It was reported that the fatality rate of critical cases 
was about 61.5 percent, and the risk is highest with increasing age and with 
certain health conditions. A large number of patients have been confirmed 
worldwide who are without effective treatment, and the medical systems are 
under great pressure with severe shortages of intensive care units and other 
resources.

Case- study: A logistic regression model has been designed to forecast the 
death rate of COVID- 19 patients [18]. This model uses three important blood 
biomarkers, including High- Sensitivity C- reactive protein, Lymphocyte  
(%), and Lactic Dehydrogenase, and their interactions. This algorithm 
is accurate and explainable, which predicts the probability of a fatality as 
between zero and one, rather than a binary. When the fatality probability 
was found to be 0.8, the model was able to predict the subject’s fatality by 
more than 11.3 days on average, with maximally 34.91 days in advance. 
The accuracy score obtained was 93.92 percent. This type of model helps to  
identify the patients with highest risk of fatality and, hence, aid the existing 
medical systems across the globe to plan use of resources accordingly.

FIGURE 1.12
Logistic regression.
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1.3.6  Linear Regression

Regression is a process of modelling a target value based on independent 
predictors. This algorithm is basically used in finding the relationship 
between the variables and, hence, prediction of a future value will be done. 
Linear regression is a simple yet powerful algorithm that is trained with 
continuous data. This algorithm shows a linear relationship between two 
variables. Among these two variables, one will be dependent (Y) on another, 
which will be the independent (X) variable. This algorithm finds how the 
value of the dependent variable is changing according to the value of the 
independent variable [19].

Figure 13 shows the linear regression graph, where the linear relationship 
between two variables are shown. Mathematically, linear regression can be 
represented as Y =  aX+ b, where X,Y are the independent and dependent 
variables. The slope of the line is b, and a is the intercept (the value of y when 
x= 0). These coefficients, a and b, are derived by reducing the sum of squared 
difference of the distance between the regression line and data points.

Linear regression plays a significant role in statistics. Since no country 
has yet invented any medicine to cure the disease completely, management 
of this epidemic is to reduce its peak, also known as levelling the epidemic 
curve [19]. The linear regression model can be applied in various aspects of 
treating and managing COVID- 19.

Case study: The linear regression model was used to trace the drift  
linked to death counts expected at the 5th and 6th week of COVID- 19. This  
also determines the rate of spread of COVID- 19 disease in next 7 days for  
better management by doctors and various government organizations [20].  
A validated database was used to get the Indian and global data related to the  
coronavirus. The author has considered developing a database of COVID-  
19 from March 1 to April 11, 2020, and predicted next one for number of  
patients suffering from rising COVID. Six linear regression analysis models,  
namely quadratic, third degree, fourth degree, fifth degree, and sixth degree  
were used along with auto- regression techniques to improve the predictive  

FIGURE 1.13
Linear regression.
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ability of the regression model. In these six models the six- degree polynomial 
is good, as the root mean square error is very less. Hence, it is used for  
forecasting the next 6 days’ scenario for COVID- 19 data analysis in India.

1.4  Applications of AI for Fighting Covid- 19

Artificial intelligence refers to a field of computer science devoted to a system 
that is designed to carry out tasks that require intelligence and has aided in 
many areas of COVID- 19. AI can help in identifying the coronavirus in early 
stages and also in monitoring the medical condition of the infected patient. 
Analyzing the available data research on this virus can be facilitated [20]. 
The latent contributions of AI during COVID- 19 should be known in order to 
acquire a good understanding of this technology, some aspects of which are 
discussed below in Figure 1.14.

1.4.1  Issues and Challenges in AI COVID- 19

Healthcare Industry Issues: Conventional doctors may oppose the new  
innovations, and also patients may retrospect the AI- Based Decision making.  

FIGURE 1.14
Applications of AI in managing COVID- 19.
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A lot of effort would be needed to instill confidence in patients and doctors  
who are not ready to upgrade.

Technology- related Issues: Since the virus mutates, the algorithms built 
may not be reliable on the quality of data in decision making and processing. 
Also, maintaining a huge data base and managing it is a challenge.

Socio- cultural Issues in Technology Implementation: Though a large part 
of the population in India is accustomed in using the internet and mobile 
technology, there is still an ignorance towards the change in information 
technology, as people think it would ruin their traditions and customs. An 
example is a gender- based mobile technology usage. Predominantly, men 
will have the upper hand in using the mobiles, retarding women using them 
as it would disturb the socio- cultural harmony.

Regulatory and Ethical issues: Information security and privacy are the 
main constraints with the increase in the usage of devices– wearables, which 
are prone to hacking. Also, AI might change the conventional relationship 
between the doctor and the patient.

1.5  Conclusion

Healthcare research institutes and firms are racing towards finding a unique 
and effective technique to get a grip on this deadly virus, and to assist 
them in adequate and reliable inputs in real- time to break the binge chain. 
AI operates in a capable fashion to almost simulate human intelligence. It 
would show an important and significant role in understanding, and pro-
posing the improvement of, a vaccine for the deadly COVID- 19 virus. This 
result- oriented technology is also used for proper identifying, screening, 
evaluating, predicting, and tracing of suspected and actual future subjects. 
The important applications are also implemented to track data of all kinds of 
cases, including confirmed, recovered, and death cases.
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2.1  Introduction

In 2019, a sudden disease started spreading throughout Wuhan, China. The 
most common symptoms were fever, cough, and tiredness. The symptoms 
were very similar to that of a common flu, yet no kind of medicine was 
making the affected patients feel better and before long, the disease took 
over the patient’s body, causing major respiratory problems. It soon started 
spreading all around the world. This was the coronavirus, also called COVID- 
19. The doctors, scientists, and experts around the globe came together to 
understand what could be done to stop it. Many medicines were made, many 
ayurvedic and supplement tablets were advised, but none of them cured the 
disease. Soon the aim went from curing the disease to preventing it, because 
people started accepting that if one has great immunity one has the ability 
to fight this disease. Old people and people with underlying diseases, espe-
cially respiratory related were advised to stay indoors and to take extreme 
care of themselves. People having serious heart diseases, cancer, chronic dis-
ease, kidney problems, and those suffering from asthma, liver disease, and 
high blood pressure were advised to take extra precautions. By March 2020 
many people were wearing masks and carrying sanitizers. Social distancing 
had become the new trend.

It was declared as a pandemic by the World Health Organization on 11  
March 2020. [1] More symptoms were added to the list, such as shortness of  
breath, sore throat, chills, runny nose, and muscle aches. The world was not  
ready for such a widespread disease. The people were suffering, and there  
was not much that could be done to stop it. People from all professions came  
together to fight coronavirus and to make sure that it would not affect too  
many people, and that is when the world realized that it was lacking in so  

FIGURE 2.1
A 3D model of the COVID- 19 virus strain. [2]
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many essential things required to deal with the pandemic. Figure 2.1 shows  
the 3D model of the COVID-19 virus strain [2]. Masks, face shields, gloves,  
hospital equipment, ventilators –  there was a shortage of almost all these  
things. Eventually people found various ways to cope with the shortage.  
One of those ways was 3D printing. It helped in producing masks, hospital  
appliances, medical tools, and almost all the basic requirements to prevent  
and treat COVID- 19. 3D printing is a very popular technology that has found  
application in every possible sector, be it architectural, medical, or even the  
food industry.

Products developed using 3D printing have several advantages. There is 
minimum to no wastage in the production of products, making it exception-
ally efficient and quite eco- friendly. There are various types of 3D printing, 
which means that every purpose has its own technique, making the accuracy 
more precise.

2.2  Types of Modeling

There are various types of 3D printers. Each serving a specific purpose. Apart 
from being very specific, they are also divided into various types on the basis 
of their geometry, cost, and mechanical requirements/ properties.

2.2.1  Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)

Among various other types of modeling, fused deposition modeling and 
fused filament fabrication (FFF) are most widely used methods in 3D 
printing. The process of FDM is quite simple. Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 
(ABS) is used as a printing material in this process. This modelling begins 
as a CAD (computer- aided design) file. The file needs to be saved as an .STL 
format so that the printer can decode and go ahead with the execution of 
instructions. The process starts with the nozzle moving up and down, basic-
ally horizontally and vertically in order to form a cross section. Every FMD 
modelling procedure will consist of two major materials, one used for the 
framework and the other, which acts as a scaffolding to support the object 
as it is being printed. So, once the printer has read and converted the file, it 
starts the execution.

The above- mentioned materials take the form of the model, which is basic-
ally a representation of various plastic filaments joined together. To start 
with, the plastic is melted and pushed out to the base with the help of the 
nozzle. The horizontal and vertical cross section get ready by following the 
coordinates that the base as well as the model maintain. This hot plastic cools 
down and sticks to the layer beneath it. This process is followed until the 
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whole model is ready. As this is done layer by layer, a process called additive 
manufacturing [3]. Once a layer is ready, it is pushed down to make space 
for the next layer. The correct dimensions are met by the movement of the 
base and the nozzle, which is inputted in the computer itself. The time taken 
to make models depends on the size, dimensions, and accuracy. 3D printing 
a model takes more time if it is geometrically complex. When compared to 
other methods, this process is considered to take a longer time [4].

2.2.2  Selective Laser Melting (SLM)

The technique of selective laser melting started in 1995 at an institute in 
Germany. It is also known as direct metal laser sintering (DMLS). This name 
is not exactly suitable, as the real process happens due to melting and not 
sintering, which means the part is fully dense. This is very similar to the other 
selective melting processes.

The DMLS process uses various types of alloys. Since this process involves 
production of objects layer by layer, it allows for the creation of complex 
designs that otherwise would not have been possible. The final products are 
strong and durable objects that can be used as both functional prototypes and 
as end products. The process includes a high- power density laser to help in 
melting and fusing of the essential powders.

First, the 3D CAD file is sliced into various layers. These layers represent 
the 2D images of each layer. These images are later fed into the machine 
and the process starts. In the SLM process the thin layers of atomized 
metal powder are distributed on the substrate plate which is usually 
a metal. The 2D image is fused on the layer by selective melting of the 
metal powder. This process is repeated for all the succeeding 2D images 
until the very last layer in order to finalize the product with maximum 
accuracy. The procedure and the components involved are as shown in 
Figure 2.2 [5].

In this technology the metal powder is fused on the solid layer through 
selective melting of the powdered metal, locally using a high- powered 
beam. The parts of the objects are built layer by layer. Each layer is usually 
20 micrometers thick. Some of the materials used in the process are Ni- based 
superalloys, tool steel, aluminium, stainless steel, cobalt chrome, copper, 
titanium, and tungsten. Tungsten (wolfram) has a high melting point. At low 
temperatures wolfram that would be ductile becomes brittle; this is basic-
ally the ductile- brittle transition. Thus, tungsten parts are produced by this 
method. For the metal to be included in this process it is necessary for it 
to be in powdered/  atomized form. This process is best suited to produce 
objects with complex structures, thin walls or which have voids, channels, 
and so forth. Industry applications include aerospace, manufacturing, med-
ical, prototyping, and tooling.
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2.2.3  Electron- Beam Melting

Another type of rapid prototyping is the technique of electron- beam melting 
(EBM). It is mainly used for metals. The material used for this process is 
(i) metal powder and (ii) wire.

i. Metal powder- based systems: In this the metal powder is consolidated 
into a solid by simply melting it. The raw materials are placed under a 
vacuum and then fused together, layer by layer, to produce parts. The 
heat in this process is provided by the electron beam, which is further 
computer controlled. This is different from selective laser sintering as the 
raw materials are melted for the action of fusing. This process takes place 
in the presence of little to no matter, making it suitable for forming parts 
of reactive materials like titanium, which has a high affinity for oxygen.

ii. Metal wire- based systems: With this, a part can be built by melting 
welding wire onto a surface using an electron beam. This is similar to 
fused deposition modelling. But here metal is used instead of plastic. 
The power source used in this process is the electron beam. The electron 
beam is quite efficient as it is more accurate and can be deflected as well. 
Electromagnetic coils (up to 1000+  hertz) support the deflection. Some 
of the alloys that can be used in this process are stainless steels, nickel 
alloys, titanium alloys, copper- nickel alloys, tantalum, cobalt alloys, 
and so forth. These can be found in the form of welding wires.

FIGURE 2.2
The various components and the way the process is carried out. [5]
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2.2.4  Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM)

Laminated object manufacturing (LOM) is another technique used for rapid 
prototyping. In this process, multiple layers of adhesive- coated paper, metal, 
or plastic are glued together and later cut to desired shape with a laser cutter 
or knife. The objects printed can be modified after printing by the process of 
machining or drilling.

First, by using a heated roller, the sheets are adhered to the substrate. The 
dimensions of the prototype are traced by laser. The completed layer moves 
out of the way by moving down. Then the fresh layers are placed into pos-
ition. The platform next moves into the position, ready to receive the next 
layer. This process is repeated to prepare the prototype or the final model.

2.2.5  Material Jetting (MJ)

In this technique, the material is pushed through a jet onto the build platform. 
Inkjet print heads are used by the material- jetting machines. The material 
then cools down and solidifies on the build platform. The desired part is built 
layer by layer. The finishing and accuracy can be achieved by this process, 
but only wax- like materials can be used for it. And, because of this, the part is 
rather fragile. Post- processing involves the removal of the support structures 
either mechanically or by melting it away.

Prototypes that are built by this technique are used for visual and form- fit 
testing. Casting patterns that are produced have very good accuracy and sur-
face finishing. They are often used for lost wax casting in various industries, 
especially in the dental and medical fields. It is quite popular in the jewelry 
market as well [7].

2.2.6  Stereolithography (SLA)

This technique is also called resin printing or optical fabrication. The 
whole process revolves around photopolymer resin and ultraviolet (UV) 
laser. Stereolithography starts as a computer- aided design and, once that is 
prepared, it is converted into an .STL file. The file is now ready to be used to 
generate a model. The model is prepared on a build- platform, or base. This 
base is fully immersed in liquid resin. When UV light falls on the resin it 
starts to solidify in the area where the ultraviolet light falls. The UV light only 
falls on the surface with respect to the dimensions fed by the manufacturer. 
This process is done layer by layer.

As one layer is completed, the surface is smoothed out with the help of 
a levelling blade. The main task of the levelling blade is to coat the newly 
produced product with another layer of resin so that the UV laser can act 
on it. This process continues until the final product is obtained. This layer- 
by- layer process is quite selective and precise, as it follows the dimensions 
given. This process of coating, recoating, and solidification goes on until 
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the end product is achieved. The model is then raised upwards from the 
liquid resin with the help of the build- platform. Cleaning and removal of 
extra material is done and, finally, this model is kept in an UV chamber 
to completely solidify. Apart from being quick this process also gives a 
really nice finish and is highly accurate. The only limitation is that it is 
expensive.

2.2.7  Binder Jet

Binder jet 3D printing can also be termed a power bed inkjet. The data in 
the CAD file is used to create the desired object. This technology was first 
developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and patented in 1993.

As in many other additive manufacturing processes, the object, or the part 
to be formed, is printed layer by layer. The head of the inkjet pin moves over 
the powder bed, and, as it moves across it deposits the binding liquid over 
the bed. Later, a thin layer of powder is spread over this binding liquid and 
adheres to the surface. On this, again, the binding liquid is deposited, and 
the powder is spread, and the process continues with each layer adhering 
to the previous layer, until the desired object is formed. When the object is 
formed the unbound powder is removed automatically and/ or manually. 
This process is called de- powdering. This unbound powder can be reused 
again to some extent. After de- powdering, the object can be subjected to other 
treatments to get the desired final object.

For the powder bed, starch and gypsum plaster and used, and the liquid 
binder may be water, which activates the plaster. The binder may include dye 
and other additives to adjust the viscosity, boiling point, and surface tension, 
as per the object’s requirements.

The printing process is relatively quicker as compared to other additive 
manufacturing technologies. But the parts printed by this method are more 
porous and also have unfinished surfaces, as in other additive manufacturing 
methods that involve the melting of the metal. In the binder- jet printing 
method, the powder bed is not physically melted, but is joined by a binding 
agent. Since we use binding agents, it allows us to use materials, like ceramic, 
which have high melting temperatures, and materials like polymer which are 
heat sensitive. But the post- printing processes may require more time than 
that spent printing the object itself. The post- printing processes may include 
curing, sintering, and additional finishing.

2.3  Components of a 3D Printer

There are various types of 3D printers and each one is made up of various 
components. Some printers might have UV lasers, some might not. The 
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components of any device depends on the functions it is required to per-
form. In this context we can read about some of the basic components. These 
components are present in almost all kinds of printers, although some might 
vary. The most important component is the controller board, also known as the 
brain of the printer. The controller board is responsible for the core operations, 
and every operation depends on the functioning of the controller board. The 
two next important components are the filament and frame. The printer can 
be used as a single or dual extrusion system according to its needs. The only 
main difference among the two is that the single dual system uses one kind of 
filament whereas dual, as the name suggests, uses two kinds of filaments. The 
material used to print the objects is called the filament, and the components and 
pieces are held together by the frame. This provides durability and stability. 
Further, the power supply unit (PSU) supplies the power to the entire printer. 
Apart from these a set of components is required to control the motion and to 
create motion in the printer as well. The motion in direction specified –  X, Y, Z 
dimensions to be precise. The movement of all the axes is controlled by a motor 
known as the stepper motor. Every axis has a special component devoted to it 
to further create motion in that direction. The movement in the Z- axis depends 
on the threaded rods, whereas the movement in the X and Y axis depends on the 
belts. Another component is part of the set of motion components to prevent the 
axes from moving beyond their dimensional range. They are treated as markers 
and are called end stops.

The components involved in the processing of the object are print bed, 
print bed surface, and the print head. Now, to create an object with strict 
dimensional range, these components are quite important. The print bed is 
where the filament is deposited to form the required product. Further, the 
print bed surface goes on top of the print bed in order to ease the process 
of removal of the object from the surface. Finally, the print head does the 
unique work of creating the object. The object is created using the filament, 
which is melted and then passed through the nozzle. This nozzle is attached 
to the print head.

2.4  Materials Used

Some of the materials used are polylactic acid (PLA), photopolymers, and 
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), high- impact polystyrene (HIPS), high- density 
polyethylene (HDPE), polycarbonates (PC), polyamides, and acrylonitrile 
butadiene styrene (ABS). Steps involved in 3D printing include part design, 
converting to STL file, transferring file to the machine, setting up the machine, 
building, post- processing and then using it for a certain application [8].
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2.5  Applications of 3D Printing in COVID- 19

3D printing has been used extensively in the department of medicine. Its 
popularity has been seen to only increase with time. The never- ending 
applications of 3D printing in the medical world is astonishing and 
mind- boggling. It has been used to make hearing aids, models of organs, 
prosthetics, replacement limbs, implants, and vascular organs. Apart 
from this it has long been used to make surgical equipment. The era of 
3D printing will go down in history for the very relentless and smooth 
preparations of medical devices. It has proven to have also contributed to 
making existing equipment even better.

Medical tools are available faster, in more bulk, and at cheaper rates after 
the initial investment in a 3D printer. Things like custom- made prosthetics, 
which in the past could only be dreamed of, are now being made and used 
worldwide. This technique of additive manufacturing can be used on casts 
that are won by people with fractures, which is quite common, making the 
demand for casts directly proportional. Despite the advantages of 3D printing 
products –  being custom made, easy to make, and time efficient –  they are 
also cheaper when compared to comparable equipment. These applications 
are not limited only to this but, somehow, they found their way to help tackle 
COVID- 19.

The main precautions that could be taken to prevent the spread of 
COVID- 19 is to wear a mask when outdoors, use of gloves, keeping track of 
immunity, and maintain social distancing. The need for things like masks, 
gloves, face shields is increasing by the day. If a person does not have a 
strong immune system or comes in contact with someone suffering from 
COVID- 19, that person can become infected as well. The treatment after 
contracting COVID- 19 requires ventilators for patients who have acute 
illness. The science and medical industries yet again have come together, 
with the help of additive manufacturing, to deal with this problem. The 
application of 3D printing in COVID- 19 is segregated into six major cat-
egories: Emergency wards, visualization and practice aids, testing devices, 
personal protective equipment (PPE), medical devices, and medically 
complimenting devices such as mask adjusters. You will read about these 
domains in the following sections.

2.5.1  Nasopharyngeal (NP) Swab

As the infection of COVID- 19 spreads, the need for conducting tests increases.  
The demand for COVID- 19 test kits is very high, and the nasopharyngeal  
swab is an integral part of the kit. Thus, the demand for nasopharyngeal  
swab production has increased rapidly. The shortage results in the reduction  
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of testing, thereby creating a situation so compromising that it could prove  
fatal to many.

First, the researchers came up with a single- part design. Later, in the 
clinical trials, the 3D printed swab was tested against the traditional swab. 
The traditional swab already had the virus strain from a coronavirus- 
positive patient. The results were satisfactory as it showed that the 3D 
printed swab performed well compared to the traditional swabs and, 
in a few cases, they performed better. In the beginning, around twenty 
swab designs were made in order to test and find the very best one. The 
design satisfying the minimal conditions of surface area and comfort was 
selected as the best. Few designs can be seen in Figure 2.3 [9]. The tip 
design that is currently in use is “Tip C”. To make sure that the tip designs 
picked up enough of the sample for the viral testing, bench lab testing was 
conducted.

Swabs are printed with their bases directly in contact with the platform 
without any rafts or supports. To rinse 3DP swabs, a form wash in 99 per-
cent isopropyl alcohol for 20 min is undertaken. They are washed while 
still attached to the build plate. Later they are air dried for 30 min and then 
scraped off gently from the build platform. Then the swabs are suspended in 
a curing rack with their tips pointing down, and are then placed in the Form 
2 cure at 60 °C for 30 min or in Form 3B at 70 °C for 30 mins. After the comple-
tion of the curing, 3DP swabs are prepared for sterilization by placing them 
in steam sterilization pouches.

After they are sterilized, they should be prevented from becoming more 
brittle over time, by keeping them away from direct light. To complete the 
COVID- 19 testing kit, after sterilization the swabs are individually packaged 
and then packed with the test tube and viral transport medium (VTM). These 
kits are later distributed to the testing centers for use [9].

2.5.2  Face Shield

COVID- 19 is an infectious disease, and health workers are selflessly working 
day and night to take care of patients, to keep the people safe. It is very 

FIGURE 2.3
A few of the 3DP swab designs. [9]
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important for health workers to protect themselves from the virus. They 
require personal protective equipment like face masks, face shields, and 
gloves to protect themselves from getting infected. The face shields help 
health workers protect themselves from bodily fluids and droplets from the 
patients who are being treated for cough, cold, and other infections that are 
symptoms of COVID- 19. There is a high demand for the PPEs, and it is diffi-
cult to meet the requirements through the conventional methods of produc-
tion. The fabrication of face shields by 3D printing technology increases the 
production rate.

The 3D printed face shields include three components –  a headband, a 
shield and an elastic strap. The two arcs in the headband are for the purpose 
of supporting the forehead and the to deflect the shield away from the face 
so as to avoid fogging. For this product, fused deposition modelling (FDM) 
is used. The materials include polyethylene terephthalate glycol {PETG) or 
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and polylactic acid (PLA). The printing 
takes around three hours. Since PLA is biodegradable, it has low environ-
mental impact. It costs $1– 1.10 per piece of the headband. Transparent PVC 
sheets, which are A4 size sheets and 0.2 or 0.3mm in thickness are used  
in shields. These are perforated and then horizontally attached on the anti- 
return spikes. For the elastic straps, they are cut from a tourniquet or a 
buttonhole elastic roll. Once these parts are put together, they are checked 
for quality. They are checked for the flexibility of the two arches and for the 
mechanical resistance of the positioning pins for the shield and the elastic 
band. And the edge and surfaces are smoothened thus rectifying the shape 
defects. They are disinfected by keeping them in sodium hypochlorite at 
0.5 percent for 15 minutes. Before they are sent to the hospitals the shields 
are tested in realistic conditions. In the first week, 1,547 face shields were 
produced, 2,989 in the following week, steadily increasing to reach a total of 
10,151 at the end of 5 weeks. After use, face shields have to be disinfected. 
This can be done by placing the headband in sodium hypochlorite (0.5%) 
for 15 minutes. The shield can be changed, and the elastic strap can either be 
changed or washed at 60°C.

The production of face shields is done in various stages. First, an inter-
disciplinary group was created from academics involving technicians, 
engineers who are practitioners, and the unfulfilled medical needs are iden-
tified and clarified. Various types are prototyped and manufactured for the 
practitioners. Mass- produced solutions are designed and pre- industrialized, 
while iterating on other possible solutions. Then the mass production of 
approved solutions is undertaken [10].

2.5.3  Various Masks

There are several kinds of masks used for Covid- 19 and which can be 
manufactured using 3D printing technology.
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2.5.3.1  N95 Masks

During these times, healthcare workers need to ensure that they are following  
all sorts of precautions. The main aspect being the use of professional masks.  
The fit and comfort of the masks can be improved by using 3D printing to  
print tailored seal designs. In Figure 2.4 [12] the mask is shown in different  
views. The facial parameters can be scanned using 3D laser scanning, so  
as to customize face mask seals. Customization is done on the basis of the  
buyers’ facial structures, such as their face width, jawline, nose structure, and  
so forth. In a study using face seal prototypes with acrylonitrile butadiene  
styrene plastic using a Fused Deposition Modeling 3D printer, three subjects  
showed improved contact pressure. Electrostatic nonwoven polypropylene  
(PP) fibers are lightweight and inflexible. This material is used as the filtration  
material in the standard N95 masks. After cooling, the 3D printed parts may  
be distorted due to the semi- crystalline structure, making the process difficult. 
A blend of polypropylene (PP) and styrene- (ethylene- butylene)- styrene  
(SEBS) provides better flexibility and also better printability for the N95 mask  
design. PP is widely used in various industrial applications not only for its  
low cost, but also for its printability, mechanical integrity, processability, and  
recyclability. Since, SEBS is a synthetic polymer with elastic properties and  
low distortion during extrusion and low processing temperatures, the com-
bination of PP and SEBS improves the fundamental texture of the masks. By  
controlling the thermoplastic elastomer ratio, the flexibility and elasticity of  
the 3D printed N95 masks can be altered. To print the masks, which are bio-
compatible and stable in comparison to the industrial manufacturing brands,  
different methods can be used. These include 3D melt electrospinning  

FIGURE 2.4
The mask in different views. [12]
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printing, which can be used to create PP microfibers with sequential layering  
to accurately obtain a 3D form [11].

Contoured surfaces are the main component that makes contact with the 
user’s face. On the exterior side there is a 60mm x 60mm hole where a 60mm 
x 60mm filter holder grid is placed. Most of the fabric is used as the filter 
material. The mask was designed using CAD software. A variety of filaments 
were used, such as thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), polylactic acid (PLA), 
and polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PET- G) [6].

For better seal and more comfort there is an addition to the masks: liquid 
rubber. This step is optional. It requires submerging the PLA in hot water 
(around 60°C) for a few seconds making it appropriate to form a mould 
adjustable to the face. As much as wearing a mask is important, the fitting of 
the mask is equally important. The fitting of the mask increases its efficiency. 
Here we discuss ways in which this problem can be addressed.

2.5.3.2  Snorkel Mask Adapter

An already available snorkel mask is made to combine with an adapter 
to form the snorkel mask adapter. This functions as a full- face respirator. 
The process starts with a CAD file that is further converted to an .STL file, 
making it suitable to obey the given instructions. Various filaments are used 
for printing, including polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PET- G), thermo-
plastic polyurethane (TPU), and polylactic acid (PLA). We chose PLA mainly 
because of its melting point. It is also easy to work with and proves quite cost 
effective [13].

To identify leaks in the design, the subject wore the mask, adapter, and viral 
filter and was submerged in water. The water level was maintained above the 
point of connection of the filter to the adapter, but it was maintained below 
the top of the filter. The results of the fit testing were satisfactory for the use 
of this device as an alternative to the N95 masks.

2.5.3.3  3D Printed Mask Frames

The use of these mask frames can improve the lifespan of the N95 and KN95 
masks. They can also act as a substitute for defective or damaged bands 
without affecting the fitting. They also help in improving the fitting. The 
mask was designed in Rhinoceros (R) Rhino 6 and the print settings were 
the default values for the 3dPrinterOS customized for the 311 Dremel 3d45 
3D printer. The printing time for each regular- sized mask frame is around 
30 minutes. For the assembly, two methods are used, with each involving a 
slight modification to the printed lateral frame. In method 1, to join the frame 
components a fast- acting adhesive like cyanoacrylate is used. In method 
2, the connection was purely mechanical, where wires were twisted to join 
the components of the frame. The attachment of the mask to the respirator 
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employs clips. After assembly the frames have to be sterilized by using 
70 percent isopropyl alcohol wipes [14].

2.5.3.4  Mask Extenders

This pandemic has forced everyone to wear a face mask in order to stay safe 
and as a precautionary measure. At the height of the pandemic, everyone from 
the general public to the working class was expected to wear it. The health 
workers need to wear the masks for longer periods of time. A prolonged 
period of wearing the mask causes discomfort to the wearer due to heat, 
pressure, and pain. The pain is caused by the mask design, which involves 
an elastic strap looping around the posterior auricular region, causing a con-
stant pressure and friction against the skin. The purpose of mask extenders 
is to ease the discomfort. Initially an already available design was used. 
This was paired with the surgical masks, which have elastic straps. Later 
the design had to be changed, since the initial design was not suitable for 
everyone.

The slicing software used was Ultimaker Cura. 3D printing was performed 
with Ultimaker SS and CR- 10. The print settings utilized 20 percent of Infill, 
a basic print speed of around 55– 50 mm/ s, 64° Celsius for the built plate and 
a moderate 215° Celsius at the nozzle, which targeted the first layer, the pre-
ceding layers maintained at 21° Celsius [15]. There was no requirement for 
support or raft. This new modified design does not allow for the production 
of high numbers of masks in a short period of time. Disinfectant sprays are 
used to further disinfect the extenders. The final design was printed on two 
3D printers with 7 straps being printed on each of the printers. Around 457 
successful mask extenders were produced and delivered.

2.5.3.5  Open- source 3D Printed Ventilator Device

Ventilators play a very crucial role during this time of pandemic. The need 
for ventilators around the world steadily increased since the beginning of 
the pandemic. Here the discussion is about the open- source 3D printed ven-
tilation device, which is capable of controlling the breathing rate, volume, 
and pressure and is designed according to the observations made in the 
COVID- 19 hospital wards. This device is based on the principles of hydro-
static pressure, using three containers of water. The designed setup does not 
involve the use of pistons or gearboxes as in traditional devices. Thus, the 
smaller number of moving elements eases the sterilizing and the reuse of 
the equipment between patients. The setup requires an electric motor, and 
this motor is retained in the motor housing, which was 3D printed. The rota-
tional movement of the electric motor has to be converted to linear motion 
so as to linearly move the container. The height regulator is 3D printed. 
There is a requirement of a 3D printed pulley system in this design setup 
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to reduce the overall number of parts needed. All the parts were 3D printed 
on an Anycubic Mega using polylactic acid filament. The containers that 
are 3D printed are designed to be watertight to avoid water or air leakage 
and also eliminating the need for the adhesives, thus reducing the chance of 
leakage [16].

2.5.3.6  Hospital Respiratory Apparatus

This pandemic was a wakeup call for many production sectors as well. 
During this period the shortage of important equipment was realized, 
and the problem was faced head on by the various techniques of 3DP. Key 
equipment, such as masks, hoods for ventilation systems, and venture valves, 
had to be produced in abundance to meet the demands.. The United States 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) does not object to the creation and 
use of devices such as T- connector that meet specifications described in the 
instructions provided to the FDA for use in placing more than one patient 
on a mechanical ventilator when the number of patients who need inva-
sive mechanical ventilation exceeds the supply of available ventilators and 
the usual medical standards of care have been changed to crisis care in the 
interest of preserving life. The FDA’s “no objection” policy applies during the 
duration of the declared COVID- 19 emergency. The creation of 3D ventilator 
splitters and adjustable- flow control valves, like the no2covid- ONE valve, 
allows the use of a single ventilator for multiple patients who have different 
oxygen requirements [17].

2.5.3.7  3D Printed Isolation Wards

At its peak, the infection rate of COVID- 19 was very high, and thus the 
number of infected people increased day by day all over the world, and the 
hospitals and quarantine centers were running out of space to accommo-
date the patients. In Xianning, China, additive manufacturing paved a way 
to solve this problem. Winsun has 3D printed isolation houses, which eases 
the burden on hospitals and quarantine centers. Sectors such as construc-
tion have been using 3D printing for a long time. This technique has lots of 
advantages: it is faster, and the requirement for raw materials is less than 
in conventional methods. This also allows for creating temporary dwellings 
when in crises, and these can be placed in any area where they are required. 
The mobility of these structures is their biggest benefit. These are deployable 
in any location. According to Winsun, in 24 hours they were able to 3D print 
15 houses, which means they spent less than 2 hours for each house. These 
houses are not only meant for patients but also for medical staff. According 
to Winsun, each house can accommodate two people. They have built- in 
showers, air conditioning, and toilets, and they meet quarantine standards. 
The durability of the house is increased by the use of environmentally friendly 
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materials [18]. The rooms are printed with the material that is a combination 
of concrete and recycled materials [19].

2.5.3.8  Contact- free Devices

COVID- 19 infection can be transmitted through direct contact and via 
objects or surfaces such as door handles, lift buttons, and so forth in public 
places, including medical centers. The risk of transmission can be reduced by 
meticulous and regular surface cleaning of the objects. But this only partially 
addresses the issue. Another way is to avoid skin- to- surface contact. Here, 
the discussion is about various 3D printed objects that may help to avoid the 
skin- to- surface contact.

2.5.3.8.1  Door Openers

A design was adapted [20] for a door opener with clips and cable ties on 
straight and circular sectioned handles. This design also uses cable ties 
on an elliptical sectioned curved handle. FDM devices were used to print 
these door openers. The printing characteristics of the door openers is as 
follows: the layer thickness was 0.33mm, the filling density 43 percent, and 
the wall thickness 2mm.

2.5.3.8.2  Door Hooks

Some door handles have very different designs, and it is not possible to 
design one door openers for all types of handles. For such designs a door 
hook has been designed that is protected by a retractable sheath. The printing 
characteristics of the door hook and the sheath is as follows: their filling 
density is 100 percent, printing time was 90 minutes, the hook’s length was 
80mm and its thickness 5mm.

2.5.3.8.3  Button Pushers

The components of a button pusher include a cylindrical tube and a retract-
able tip. The tip can further be blocked by a pressure pin. This geometry 
cannot be printed using FDM since there is a gap that has to be printed 
between the tube and the tip. Thus, Polyjet J735 and J750 printers were used 
in producing this device [21]. The end product was an already- assembled 
button pusher. The printed button pushers had to be treated post printing 
using waterjets to remove support material. Later were are cleaned using a 
solvent before dispatching them.

2.5.3.8.4  Hand Sanitizer Grippers

It is very important to disinfect ourselves frequently by washing our hands 
or with the use of hand sanitizers. There are sanitizers kept in public places, 
too, but what we tend to ignore is the fact that the sanitizer bottle itself can be 
a medium for the spread of the virus. A possible solution to this problem can 
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be the use of 3D printed wrist clasp which can safely hold the sanitizer bottle. 
The wrist attachment allows the user to apply the sanitizer gel onto the palm 
without actually having to hold the bottle, thus, protecting the user from the 
spread of the virus from the potentially contaminated bottle. Touch- free hand 
sanitizer dispensers can also be 3D printed. The user need not touch the dis-
penser. The hand will be sanitized if the user gets his/ her hands closer to the 
dispenser.

2.5.3.9  Drone Parts

During a time of pandemic, it is very risky to go out in public places even 
to buy medicines, food, groceries, and so forth, and due to the lockdown, 
the supply of essential needs is reduced. As a solution to this problem, 
drones can be used to reach the worst- pandemic hit areas instead of 
sending people there. These drones are used for safety and communica-
tion purposes. They can scan the suspected areas and can send an auto-
matic message for the necessary actions to be taken. These 3D printed 
drones have been equipped with mounts, extension arms, hooks or pay-
load containers, and so forth, with necessary components, and they can 
stay in air for almost an hour and carry loads up to 13kg. These drones are 
used for delivery of foods and medical supplies. They can also be used to 
disinfect pandemic hit areas without the need for human intervention in a 
very short amount of time.

2.5.3.10  3D Bioprinting

Another way of predicting toxicology and to model pathologies was seen in 
a company in Russia. They are also being used for research purposes to come 
up with drugs for the COVID- 19 disease [22].

2.5.3.11  Antimicrobial Polymers in the COVID- 19 Pandemic

Antimicrobial polymer controls the growth of microorganisms such as 
protozoans, fungi, and bacteria. Antimicrobial polymers help in the develop-
ment of critical medical devices [22].

2.6  Conclusion

This chapter revolves around the various ways in which 3D printing has lent 
a hand during this pandemic. Without 3D printing we would not have been 
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able to achieve multiple products. Making products is one thing, but making 
a product which is cost effective, time efficient, and user friendly is what was 
made possible by the printer. The power to modify and convert existing items 
into the best version of itself should be the main aim of any manufacturer, and 
it has been made possible by this technique of additive manufacturing. This 
chapter explained various techniques used to make different products, such as 
door handles, masks extenders, door hooks, sanitizer grippers, and drone parts.

A very important aspect is yet to be covered by 3D printing, and this deals 
with medicines as a whole. Developing oral dosage syringes using 3D printing 
is of greater interest. The syringe should be made using the 3D printer, and it 
should allow patients to treat themselves at home. When patients who home 
quarantine themselves can give themselves the right medication will help 
overcome many difficulties. A drug can be administered, and the syringe will 
make sure that the dosage is accurate. The world of 3D printers has helped 
fight COVID- 19 in the best possible way.
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3.1  Introduction

COVID-19 outbreak has had a huge impact on human health and eco-
nomic status of the entire world. It is essential to know certain key ways 
of understanding the disease so that the means to curb it can be found out. 
Researchers and scientists have come up with ways to avoid the spread of 
COVID- 19. which include social distancing as well as sanitation after some or 
the other form of contact. Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) techniques are used to develop systems to fight this virus, and some of 
these have been implemented, and decisions have been taken, to reduce the 
impact of the pandemic. In this chapter various research works are compiled, 
and industry applications of IoT and AI to fight COVID- 19 are presented.
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AI is also called Machine Intelligence and can be broadly defined as a 
software which can sense, reason, act, and adapt. Technically speaking, 
AI is subdivided into Machine Learning and Deep Learning. These tech-
nologies and algorithms are extensively used –  if not for this technology, 
the Covid- 19 pandemic would have become even worse and would have 
impacted more.

Machine Learning (ML) is based on statistical mathematical models and 
probability, and this subdomain is a collection of algorithms classified 
under supervised (with labels) and unsupervised (without labels) and 
reinforcement learning (basically rewarding the agent for an activity done 
correctly). These algorithms help in forecasting and predicting COVID- 
19 related information, which helps in taking better decisions to combat 
this virus.

Deep Learning (DL) is actually sub- domain of both AI and ML, it includes 
“Neural Networks”, which come in varieties such as Artificial Neural 
Networks, Convolutional Neural Networks (used in Images Primarily), 
and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN –  for sequence models such as 
speech recognition, natural language processing, etc.). It is easy to develop 
DL algorithms to predict whether the mass public is wearing masks or not, 
or whether they are maintaining social distancing; to develop algorithms to 
conduct radiographic analysis of the lungs, and much more.

The Internet of Things (IoT) describes the network of “things” embedded 
with sensors, software, and other technologies for the purpose of connecting 
and exchanging data with other devices and systems over the Internet. The 
latest technology of 4G and 5G WiFi has helped transfer data over the Internet 
and, with the advent of cloud storage and computing, the storage factors for 
these IoT devices help in reducing the cost as well as size and weight. IoT is 
now leading in the making of smartphones and automation. This key tech-
nology is used in drone systems where it can be used for no- contact delivery 
or for an automated soap dispensing system for no- touch handwashing, or 
the thermal temperature sensor used to let people into public places. IoT is 
widely regarded as a crucial tool to help in combating COVID- 19 pandemic 
in many areas and societies. In particular, the heterogeneous data captured 
by IoT solutions can inform policy making and quick responses to commu-
nity events.

3.2  AI and IoT for Large-  and Small- scale COVID- 19  
Screening and Monitoring

As the old proverb says, “Prevention is better than cure”; one needs to under-
stand that it is not possible to succeed at prevention of disease if the majority 
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of the population is infected when there is no proper infrastructure, espe-
cially in underdeveloped countries. Hence, there are technologies such as IR 
Thermal detector, which helps in screening people before they enter public 
places. Research has been conducted on screening people on a large scale, 
and many works cite that thermal cameras can be used to detect the sur-
face temperature of the person who is out in public, and issue a warning. 
Let us consider drones for a moment, since it is thoroughly established that 
COVID- 19 is spread through some form of contact and, therefore, N number 
of drones can be used in the fleet and the capacity C (the number of tests that 
can be loaded onto one drone) are the variables (representing the resources) –  
the number of days D, needed to collect tests from a city’s whole population, 
as the function of N and C. This can be a bit expensive but can be worth 
the money as it solves the nation’s infrastructure problem. This helps in 
solving large scale no- contact delivery. Thermal cameras are used not only 
for measuring surface body temperature but also help in taking into consid-
eration breathing rates and exhaled air temperature. Cameras are also used 
to monitor social distancing among the public to have better control over this 
crisis. These ideas are implemented in the following way:

Monitoring Social Distancing:- Deep learning is capable of detecting people 
and establishing a bounding box and giving IDs (provided privacy is not 
infringed upon). By the use of thermal cameras, people detected with high 
body temperatures can be localized, and the YOLOv3 algorithm helps in 
fast detection, identifying the person and calculating the nearby people and 
taking a note of it, and issuing a warning if close contact is found and is 
traced to need further treatment. The algorithms mentioned above are state- 
of- the- art algorithms with industry- ready implementations [1,2].

Thermal cameras: Data is collected from thermal cameras and analyzed 
using AI. Intelligent screening devices get the thermal and corresponding 
facial recognition videos. After getting the thermal videos, the first step is 
to extract respiration data from faces in thermal videos. During the extrac-
tion process, a face detection method is used to capture people’s masked 
areas and then bidirectional RNN with GRU, and an attention mechanism 
is used to know the respiratory conditions in a sequential timely manner, 
and this sequence model helps in classifying the person as positive or 
negative [3].

Large- scale mass detection is possible with the right infrastructure and 
quick action with the help of thermal cameras, drones and Deep Learning 
algorithms. Technologies to monitor such as public queues are a possibility, 
or high precision thermal cameras for surface temperature detection through 
traffic lights can be used. When a traffic light is red for a particular inter-
section. then it does the scan around the people. FLIR ITS- Series sensors 
help in detecting heat of all objects in the scene, where it is fine- tuned to get 
the person’s temperature. This technology can be used in airports, railway 
stations, and religious institutions [4].
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There are autonomous Intelligent Care Robots developed by Vayyar and 
MediTemi, which has 4D imaging sensors that detect breathing patterns, 
heart rates, and fevers with the help of motion sensors and algorithms 
needed to monitor a room. It detects if a person has entered and then goes 
towards him and screens him, this is very efficient, as it keeps track of people 
who come in and stores all their readings and heart and breathing pattern 
waveforms [5].

There have been a lot of mobile apps that help in giving feedback of a 
person’s health as a caution for him to be responsible for his surroundings. 
Example apps include: Stop Corona, a web- based application to issue hotspot 
alerts; nCapp, which has real- time cloud storage and accesses all the forms 
submitted by the people and creates a database to try to give accurate results 
based on the form the person has filled in. It also has a follow- up feature 
enabled [6]. Small- scale screening and monitoring are useful as no- contact 
systems for doctors to screen patients in clinics.

3.2.1  Quarantine Tracking

An app is developed for the purpose of tracking patients who are under 
home quarantine. This app helps in aiding a person who may have been in 
contact with a positive coronavirus patient by sketching the travel history. 
The app monitors the location of a person who may be corona positive and 
the user of the app. 

If the travel history of both people match, the app helps to explain the 
symptoms of corona to the user and, if the symptoms match, it notifies the 
user to go to the nearest COVID- 19 test center. This is how AI is used in this 
application.

The name of such of an app is Arogya Setu, which is developed by the 
government of India. It has the same features as described above, showing 
not only the patient’s travel history but also the time and date. It helps in 
knowing the proximity of a person to the infected victims to stay alert and 
walk out of our homes with caution.

3.2.2  IoT Q- band

A low- cost, IoT- based wearable band to detect and track COVID- 19 quaran-
tine subjects is proposed in [7]. The World Health Organisation (WHO) has 
declared COVID- 19 as a pandemic, and quarantine is playing an important 
role in containing its spread. A wearable makes a subject more compliant 
towards healthcare routines/ restrictions; thus, an IoT- based wearable quar-
antine band is used (IoT- Q- Band) to detect any absconding. As mentioned 
above, the tracking of COVID- 19 is through mobile applications and works 
on the concept of crowdsourcing. As per this app’s user reviews, the func-
tionality of alerts to nearby users is limited, since it assumes that every 
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person who has a smartphone has this application installed. Though tracking 
through a mobile app has become inadequate, a visual indicator- based 
tracking method (e.g. medical authorities stamping on the hands with a non- 
washable ink) is most successful in detecting the absconding COVID- 19 quar-
antine subjects. But it was found that in most of the scenario, the absconding 
subjects were reported from the public to be far away from quarantine loca-
tion and moreover, this information was not notified to concerned author-
ities. Thus, to detect absconding subjects on time, none of the two mentioned 
schemes seems to work effectively, and they also somehow violate the 
privacy of subjects. Thus, a wearable band bundled with a mobile applica-
tion is most useful as it performs real- time tracking. Figure 3.1 represents the 
system architecture of the IoT- Q- Band system.

The wearable band is worn by the quarantine subject on either hand or  
leg and is wirelessly connected to mobile application through a Bluetooth  
connection. The processing unit of the band repeatedly senses at specific time  
intervals, whether the band has been tampered with. After sensing, the band  
transmits the status (a byte of data) to the mobile application at two- minute  
intervals. Concerned medical authorities are responsible for registering the  
concerned person to IoT-Q-Band and also setting up the duration of the  
quarantine and authentication details. The supervisory role of the authority  
automatically rules out the concern for malicious data entering the tracking  
system and also preserves the privacy of quarantine subjects. During regis-
tration, along with personal details, the GPS coordinates of the quarantine  

FIGURE 3.1
System architecture of the IoT- Q- Band system. [7]
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location is stored. A designated person can monitor each registered quaran-
tine case via a web interface and alerts are specified.

The IoT- Q- Band presents a minimalist design, keeping in mind the cost, 
global supply chain disruption, and the WHO’s recommended average 
quarantine period. The IoT- Q- Band, with the bundled mobile application 
and cloud- based monitoring system, provides a scalable, low- cost solution 
to detect absconding COVID- 19 quarantine subjects and track them in real- 
time. Due to the possibility of contamination, the reuse of an IoT- Q- Band 
could be avoided. Thus, the cost of this prototype is kept down by reusing 
several smartphone features. As an economical solution, the IoT- Q- Band 
could benefit low- income areas of the world where it could be used to keep 
track of quarantine subjects.

3.3  Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS)

In the present and also the future we will have to depend on IoT and AI tech-
nologies to effectively improve the healthcare sector. CDSS is a system for the 
managing as well as monitoring of patients in the ICU that uses IoT devices 
capable of both collecting and streaming physiologic data from ventilators, 
which helps in monitoring respiratory conditions and other medical devices. 
Machine- learning models are being embedded in CDSS that help to deter-
mine the condition of ventilators used in ICUs [8]. Workflow in CDSS is as 
shown in Figure 3.2.

CDSS will have a huge impact in treating patients who are in dire condi-
tion, where they have been stationed in Intensive Care Unit. Patients who are 
in ICU may have multiple ailments and need to be monitored continuously 
by doctors and multiple life support machines. If CDSS is used, it will help 
in correcting the respiratory conditions and the person can be under con-
stant observation from these machines. But if these ventilators are configured 
wrongly, it can lead to disastrous situation for the patient.

Ventilators are very important for the recovery of a COVID- 19 affected  
patient. CDSS are designed in such a way that data is continuously being  

FIGURE 3.2
Workflow in CDSS.
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collected from multiple concurrently operating mechanical ventilators.  
Whenever there are changes in the person’s breathing pattern or any abrupt  
conditions, the sensors in the system will directly notify the doctor to take  
action. This works same as one of the devices that will come up later in this  
 chapter –  one that has the same principle of constant monitoring. In this  
system the sensors are connected such that pulsating reading of breath is  
obtained in waveform format, and these are kept in the cloud server for better  
storage and to have no strain on the device. Whenever physicians want to,  
they can access these data and make accurate decisions to help the patient in  
recovering.

A Raspberry Pi microcomputer, with a small customized linux- based 
system software, is connected to the ventilator through a network. After 
collecting data, ventilator waveform data (VWD) can be used by physicians 
to access the patient’s files by means of a mobile application.

It is known how AI systems can be trained to recognize data, analyse 
it, and process it along with having the ability to maintain accurate data 
temporarily. CDSS have memory, which means that history of data can be 
obtained from the patient, and ventilator waveform data (VMD) is helpful 
to physicians as it can give information about a single patient that can be 
easily accessed via an app. Privacy issues are addressed in CDSS as it does 
not use private information of patients but instead treat them as anonymous 
subject.

CDSS integrate IoT and AI- based patient- monitoring devices, the analytics 
operating on real- time physiological data, and ML algorithms stand to 
improve diagnosis, prognostication, and adverse event recognition in the 
ICU. CDSS will reduce the mental burden on doctors and help in increasing 
quality of care and greater importance can be placed on every patient. This is 
helpful in effectively improving the battle against the coronavirus.

3.3.1  Wearable, Cuffless Blood- pressure Measuring Devices

Blood pressure (BP) is one of the important parameters that has to be continu-
ously monitored for a patient who has COVID- 19 symptoms. Research has 
shown that a person with high blood- pressure symptoms are more likely to 
get COVID- 19 as they lead to a weak immune system. It is also important to 
monitor the BP levels of patients who are tested positive for COVID- 19 and 
are either in home quarantine or in hospital. So, it is better to use a wearable 
device that measures blood pressure and is connected to the Internet as data 
to be monitored by doctors.

The objective of the standard P1708 is to establish a performance evaluation 
of wearable, cuffless BP measuring devices. This standard is not dependent 
on the type of device, nor to another device in which the BP measuring device 
is either attached or embedded. This is useful as it is applicable to almost 
all types of wearable BP measurement devices that have different modes 
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of operation (e.g., to measure short- term, long- term, snapshot, continuous, 
beat(s)- to- beat(s) BP, or BP variability).

Different from conventional devices that mainly use an inflatable cuff 
accompanied by a pressure transducer and/ or Korotkoff sounds detector, 
wearable cuffless devices utilize different kinds of sensors for collecting 
data and/ or for achieving the calibration process without using an inflatable 
cuff. These sensors may include optical transmitter and detector, accelerator, 
pressure transducer, electrodes, capacitive sensors, organic phototransistors, 
an epidermal sensors based on flexible and printable electronics, and so 
forth [9].

Such devices allows communication between wearable cuffless devices 
and computing devices with the help to network connectivity. Thus, they can 
be integrated with an app and provide data to healthcare specialists. They, in 
turn, can give feedback to patients. This is all possible due to the networking 
part of this device.

3.4  Internet of Things Buttons for Real- time  
Notifications in Hospital

In hospitals, doctors and nurses perform particular tasks routinely and with 
the appearance of COVID- 19, doctors- to- patient ratio is very high, so that 
good communication and time are not given. Hence, here comes the use of 
IoT buttons.

IoT buttons are types of IoT devices that help in performing certain actions  
if pressed. An illustration of IoT button is depicted in Figure 3.3. Restroom  
cleanliness is one of the important components in hospital quality. Due to  
their active usage, it can be difficult to detect the presence of dirty restrooms  

FIGURE 3.3
A picture of IOT button. [10]
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that need to be cleaned. IoT buttons can be used by users to report restrooms  
that require cleaning by the staff and can request this when required, which  
helps in less direct contact as well as efficient communication [10]. It can also  
help in giving feedback by the user as well.

IoT buttons are small and unobtrusive devices that have been developed 
by a wide range of technologies. IoT buttons can be used for tasks like room 
cleaning, if required, or for more general tasks such as calling a nurse. IoT 
buttons can be customized to send a message embedded in the device through 
the Internet to anyone to whom the person wants the message to be sent. For 
example, since close relatives cannot be far away if a person is infected, these 
buttons will help in sending appropriate messages to the concerned person. 
The notification can generate a message, page, or an email. The entire pro-
cess flow after the press of IoT button is indicated in Figure 3.4. In addition 
to these notifications, the device can also be programmed so that calls are 
made or reminders left for the person to take tablets through the hospital 
management system. The privacy issues can be diverted with the help of 
encryption or coded mode of communication where only the hospital staff 
can understand. An IoT button can perform many different actions through 
various types of button presses (single button press, double button press, and 
long press).

When the IoT button is pressed, a message is sent with the help of a wireless  
network to the main server. The server can be configured to send notification  
fit for the purpose. The notification can lead to many routines. The routine  
may be a text message or mail or may generate a page. In addition to this  
protocol, they can be configured in any manner using application program-
ming interfaces (APIs), software methods that allow computer systems to  
exchange information.

FIGURE 3.4
Schematic of the process flow of an IoT button. [10]
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IoT buttons have a wide range of applicability in hospitals. They can be 
divided into two categories: patient and hospital staff applications, depending 
upon the main person who uses the IoT button.

IoT buttons might be a substitution for a call button for patients. The IoT 
button can be either be a mobile that has wireless access, or may be connected 
to a rail of a hospital bed and is programmed as a call for help. In addition to 
this, IoT button can be used for a further depth of information depending on 
the number of presses: for example, a patient will have different concerns to 
which the solution is depth of information. He may use a single button press 
to call for help, but a responding nurse could then provide a long press to 
indicate that the call has been addressed or provide two presses to request 
additional help. The ease of button use may improve the reliability and val-
idity of patient- reported outcomes.

The applications of IoT buttons regarding hospital applications focus 
not only on streamlining notifications altogether, but real- time data can be 
gathered that will help in improving quality of workflow development. For 
example, an IoT button can be placed on a linen cart that will help house-
keeping staff when the linen needs to be restocked. Recognizing the pattern 
of the restock requests, it can be analyzed. This data can be used for recom-
mendation and justifying the changes as a response given by housekeeping 
staff. In addition, IoT buttons help in detecting improper working in work-
flow with patients. Button presses may also be used to flag in- patients who 
are ready for discharge after they have recovered from COVID- 19 to the 
respective authority.

IoT buttons are very helpful, both to patients and doctors. These buttons 
require network connectivity, but other than this there is no disadvantage to 
these buttons. The advantages, on the other hand, are considerable.

Following are some of the advantages when compared to existing similar 
applications:

 • QR Code Readers are used by hospital staff to know a patient’s medical 
history. This is accessible through smartphone with QR reading app. 
When compared to this, using IoT button notifications can be delivered 
just by pressing it without the need of any user equipment.

 • Call buttons are used by patients for notifying nursing staff if they need 
help. This has only one function and is not customizable. IoT buttons on 
the other hand have the capability of customization depending on the 
duration or the number of button presses.

 • EMR (electronic medical records) are a standard by which records of a 
particular patient can be accessed and monitored digitally without any 
paperwork. They can also signal completed tasks based on the EMR 
changes. However, the drawback is that each new application needs 
programming to be done, which is time consuming. IoT buttons pro-
vide an easy and simpler interface for the modification of such tasks.
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3.5  IoT- based Smart Helmet for COVID- 19

IoT Arduino, Node MCU, and thermal camera based settings mounted on 
the helmet is proposed in [11]. The system designed for the helmet includes 
two cameras, which try to do thermal imaging and facial recognition and 
classifies the object as a person or not. When the thermal camera identifies 
high body surface temperature, then it issues a warning via a mobile app 
and notifies the wearer. Even though this configuration might be costly, these 
systems can be deployed in densely populated areas in big cities such as 
Mumbai, Seoul, New York, and so forth, where daily interactions cannot be 
avoided –  this idea helps in unavoidable close- contact situations. Table 3.1 
compares IoT- Q- Band, Smart Thermometers and Smart Helmet in terms of 
their capability.

3.6  Sanitization Using IoT and AI Technology

Monitoring of COVID - 19 patients in small- , as well as large- scale to curb the 
spread of the disease is discussed but, even with that, COVID- 19 is spreading 
because the respiratory particles of the victims are spread onto surfaces and 
if we come into contact with it and it makes its way into our body, we too will 
be affected. One of the early cases of COVID- 19 in Germany was through a 
handshake, showing how infectious this virus is. The solutions for the above 
stated problem are to use mass automated hand sanitizers that will help in 
curbing the spread as well as in maintaining good hygiene and health in the 
general public.

TABLE 3.1

Summary of IoT and AI Technologies Used for COVID- 19

Type Capability Examples

Iot- Q- Band 1)  Helps in tracking Quarantine 
subjects

2)  Easy maintenance

Hong Kong electronic wristband 
Electronic ankle bracelet in USA

Smart Thermometers 1)  Touch free and Wireless
2)  Increasing the diagnosis rate

Kinsa,Tempdrop,iSense,iFiever

Smart Helmet 1)  Temperature Capturing
2)  Less Human interactions
3)  Facial and location capture

KC N901 in China
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3.7  Ultraviolet Light Surface Disinfection Devices

Since the COVID- 19 virus stays for 6 hours to 9 days on surfaces, other 
than sanitizing the surface there is no other way to remove the virus. UV 
light is a form of electromagnetic radiation with more energy than visible 
light, but less energy than X- rays. The higher- energy UV- C rays can damage 
DNA and RNA via of the viruses, thus preventing the replication of these 
microorganisms. The PX- UVC device (Xenex Disinfection Services) uses the 
Xe- gas flash lamp to generate high energy, ultraviolet, and visible light, in 
microsecond bursts (waveforms) at 67 per second frequency. No- touch UV 
technology is dependent on the distance between the lamp and the sur-
face being disinfected. The inverse square law states that twice the distance 
between the lamp and the surface being disinfected will make it four times 
the time required for disinfection. The PX- UVC uses five- minute cycles to 
clean surfaces with the UV- C rays. In order to achieve optimal efficacy, high- 
touch surfaces are within two meters of the lamp surfaces. The number of 
cycles is configured taking into account how much it has to be sanitized. As 
UV- C spectrum electromagnetic waves can harm humans, it is done when 
the room is empty. As a precautionary motion, sensors are placed such that 
even if a person enters unknowingly, the machine stops and stays off until 
the person leaves [12].

Working of UV- Disinfectant:-  The PX- UVC device reacts in a way such that 
ozone is produced, hence the room has to be well- ventilated .These robots 
do not leave any sort of residue and help in ideal cleaning of the surface 
.The robot allows access to the room (a green light turns on) after a delay 
that allows the ozone to dissipate. In [14], rooms were aerated after using 
the robot. These machines have large- scale as well as no- contact sanitation 
applications using Swarm technology, where each bot can communicate with 
each other and make a path plan and efficiently sanitize the place thoroughly. 
If the application of Swarm tech deems it too costly, we can always plant 
cameras and control it via a WiFi controller or a Bluetooth depending on the 
range. Through this concept, IoT and AI are used in efficient organization of 
the bot.

3.8  Drones and other Robots for Spraying Disinfectant

Drones are used in delivery system as well as thermal imaging over a certain 
area, and can also be used for spraying pesticides, germicide in the agricul-
tural sector. IoDT (Internet of Drone Things) is used for spraying the disin-
fectant over selected regions and without human contact to help in cleaning 
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the surfaces. There are pumps and a nozzle, and it sprays into the air as 
well as sprinkling it on the surface. For disinfectant spraying, the roads or 
an area can be selected on Google Maps. The drones can record videos and 
can also be used to make announcements before the spraying starts. There 
have been industry- related drones all around the world helping in fighting 
this virus. These automated disinfecting drones are capable of spraying 
disinfectants from 3 to 450 feet in height, covering long distances in a short 
time without involving public workers at the site of spray deployment. 
Marut Drones, a Hyderabad- based startup led by a team of IIT graduates, 
recently launched an entire line of drones to combat the COVID- 19 pandemic 
in India. The company has drones for sanitizing, medicine delivery, thermal 
analysis, movement monitoring, and crowd surveillance in its arsenal to 
oppose COVID- 19. These drones can be controlled via a smartphone- enabled 
remote controller or can be autonomous, using AI algorithms which helps 
in path planning and taking into account human activity and, if someone 
is in the vicinity of sprayed disinfectant, it will stop and then continue after 
the person clears the area. The above- mentioned robots are widely used in 
spraying alcoholic sanitizers over large areas when no human activity is 
happening. These robots are remotely controlled to avoid hazardous contact 
with the disinfectant spray [15]. With the application of Swarm technology 
these drones’ future scope is to communicate with each other and deliver 
optimal solutions.

3.9  IoT- Enabled Smart City during COVID- 19

Smart city is a concept of idealizing a city by connecting all the network- 
based elements. It means implementation of all information and communica-
tion technologies, connected in a network. This helps in effectively operating 
the city to combat COVID- 19 pandemic. Quarantine is an important part in 
preventing the spread of coronavirus, but it is not always feasible for the 
authorities to monitor each and every part of the city. This is where the con-
cept of smart city, which includes 5G, IoT and AI technologies are being 
incorporated.

Data is collected from smart sensors that are embedded in IoT networks 
and Artificial Intelligence is implemented in populated places like market-
place, airports, train stations can help to fight against both the present and 
future pandemics. Smart city infrastructure can help in social distancing 
norms by introducing transportation technologies like crowd monitoring, 
smart parking and traffic rerouting.

In smart cities the patients can be remotely monitored by doctors. IoT 
Telemedicine allows all conversations to be virtual to serve patients better. 
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This can be done with either a website chatbot or smartphone application. In 
many countries an AI- based bot has been implemented to help patients. This 
helps doctors avoid repeating the same information for each patient. Smart 
cities allow residents to implement smart living in their houses. For example, 
Smart Doorbells can be implemented so that users can be prevented from 
touching them [16].

In general, the efficiency of smart city varies on the connected device 
together, but it also has its privacy issues because of continuous data cap-
ture from multiple devices. When the pandemic is over, it is important to 
determine what has to be done with the data collected from the people. An 
example of this issue is Arogya Setu app, developed by government of India, 
that helps in combating COVID- 19 as it tracks the travel history of a COVID- 
19 positive person and his place of living.

3.10  Conclusion and Future Scope

Different implementations of IoT and AI to combat this virus are discussed. 
It is understood that monitoring and screening, and proper diagnosis and 
planning by the government, can establish suitable techniques for combatting 
the virus. Lessons learnt from the COVID pandemic can be used to prepare for 
the future by implementation of smart city using techniques like IoT and AI.

 • Though technologies used in the field of IoT and AI to combat the virus 
exist, they have not repressed it to a maximum extent, hence, faster 
network connection and faster algorithms are required to perform the 
action efficiently and at low costs to make them effective products.

 • This pandemic is a reminder of how cleanliness is the key, so it is 
required to implement smart entry (screening and hand sanitization) in 
all public places, and long after COVID- 19 is curbed, social distancing 
can be maintained with the help of IoT wearables and other products.

 • Devices such as IoT buttons, drones and thermal cameras will be the 
new normal in the near future, as they are going to help us in case 
another deadly virus breaks out.
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4.1  Introduction

At the end of 2019, a novel strain named Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome  
Coronaviru2 (SARS- Cov- 2) caused the outbreak of COVID- 19, a worldwide  
pandemic with catastrophic consequences for populations and healthcare  
systems across the globe. Currently, vaccines or drugs are available to treat  
covid- 19, and a major number of deaths are reported in elderly patients.  
COVID- 19 and its pandemic has disrupted society in a major way. Healthcare  
innovation and artificial intelligence are needed more than ever before  
as vital forces to meet the myriad challenges of pandemics. Researchers  
and developers are increasingly using artificial intelligence (AI), machine  
learning (ML), and natural language processing to track and contain corona-
virus, as well as gain a more comprehensive understanding of the disease.  
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Figure 4.1 shows the possible applications of AI in the COVID- 19 pandemic  
(Figure 4.1).

In this pandemic era, health- system capacity has rapidly increased in public 
and private systems which help in providing essential supplies and personal 
protective equipment (PPE) for health workers. We have focused on the devel-
opment of rapid diagnostic kits and building makeshift hospitals. Also, for 
short- term containment, a new research push was required for the manufac-
turing of personal protective equipment. AI played an important role in these 
efforts. The characterization of material used for PPE and understanding of 
its properties will provide a foundation of the manufacturing of PPE using 
AI software [2,3, 4, 5]. On the other hand, we have to focus on recruitment of 
and training more healthcare staff. In the future, digital healthcare will play 
a vital role in overcoming the increasing demands of infected candidates and 
trace- case contacts –  using the mass serological diagnosis to provide the sero-
logical ID that helps them to work, to protect healthcare workers, to travel, 
and to understand the trajectory of the transmission within the community. 
In the long term social distancing and masks are essential until vaccines 
finally reduce infections to decisive levels.

These things had made a difference very quickly. But we live in the digital 
world: we can use artificial intelligence methods that could be even more 
effective for society to overcome this pandemic. In this case, the drone 
delivery system could work for isolation cases, and the robot intelligence 
systems could work for the infected patients’ care and the last one possible 
way, thermal imaging concept for pre- screening individuals with abnormal 
temperatures, which work in quite an effective way.

FIGURE 4.1
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4.2  Current Strategy

4.2.1  Containment (“Epidemiological Avoidance”)

Identification and tracking of infected individuals with isolation and quaran-
tine at the start of an outbreak help us slow the spread of COVID- 19. This can 
be achieved by contact tracing, which involves identifying all of the people 
that patient has contacted; inform those individuals that they may be at risk 
and then testing or isolate them. Asian countries like South Korea and Taiwan 
had a successful containment –  tested on a massive scale, people coordinated 
governmental response, and prompt contact testing and quarantine [1] .

4.2.2  Testing Is Critical

Massive testing is essential to ensure that people living and working in high- 
risk settings have access to FDA- approved tests. These tests would be easy to 
perform, readily available outside of the healthcare setting, quick with results 
and inexpensive to people. However, testing alone is insufficient but vital 
to any kind of screening program is the action taken once the test result is 
positive.

In general ways, there are few strategies used by the people, such as personal 
hygiene measures, social distancing high- risk individuals, bans on crowds, 
and lockdown of the infected region. Apart from that, our clinicians and 
medical engineers have been involved in this fight against with COVID- 19.

4.3  Role of AI: From Diagnosis to Outcome Predictions

Recently, many clinical platforms of AI to the COVID- 19 pandemic response 
have focused on diagnosis with medical imaging, with multiple numbers of 
studies focused on non- invasive monitoring approaches. There have been 
numerous scientific blogs and articles on the fight against COVID- 19 using 
AI. Here, we present a few enabled AI strategies:

4.3.1  Isolation: Drone Delivery

COVID- 19 is making us rethink the possible path we usually follow. Being 
social, we like to have social meetings but, this pandemic era is making us 
consider social distancing. In the current situation where the virus spreads 
very fast through touching, being physically isolated is the one way to over-
come this disease in the absence of COVID- 19 vaccines. In this case, drone 
delivery service of the very important items is an initiation for societies 
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during this time of maintaining social distancing. Accepting the impact of 
drone delivery in this era of health emergency, governments are encouraging 
many more drone companies to develop their capacity to serve humanity in 
various ways [6, 7].

4.3.2  Equipment: 3D Printing

As we can see, healthcare systems are completely overloaded and fatigued by 
COVID- 19. Scientists and designers have volunteered their relevant skills to 
ease the pressure on supply chains. 3D printing industries are now more vis-
ible, making 3D printed face shields and 3D printed respirator valves. While, 
in the novel spirit and creativeness of the 3D printing societies is commend-
able, medical devices are complicated and reverse engineering can have sur-
prising outcomes [8].

4.3.3  Care: Intelligent Robot

This pandemic time has and it is time to speak technologically. Artificial 
intelligence and robots are increasing, perhaps one day to replace human 
workers entirely. It would be amazing if we could protect our doctors and 
nurses by turning more work over to robots. Moreover, robots could facili-
tate a form of telemedicine that would keep individuals out of areas of 
infection. COVID- 19 could play a very important role, like a catalyst, in 
developing intelligence robotic systems that can be speedily deployed, 
for remote access, by the experts and important service suppliers without 
travelling. It is not very difficult to imagine a future in which a delivery 
robot brings food and materials to isolated individual’s homes, avoiding 
potentially infecting them [9].

4.3.4  Data: Internet of Things (IoT)

The goal of the IoT is to prevent the spreading of coronavirus, which can be 
transmitted by touch and by air as well on body surfaces. This is exciting to 
this IOT platform to improve the air quality in societies. There are especially 
few possible technologies so far that works behind the IoT technology from 
improving the society’s air quality [10, 11].

 • Inexpensive IoT sensors can be distributed throughout societies that 
could monitor the air quality in the local areas.

 • A cloud- based AI platform measures the data that is collected from 
sensors and can evaluate air quality.

In a similar fashion, Zoom, Face Time, and Skype are becoming very popular 
because they connect the people to remotely communicate with machines for 
virtual inspections and remote diagnostic support.
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4.3.5  Model: Deep Reinforcement Learning

This is an artificial intelligence approach that explores the environment and 
receives input based on rewards, which is defined already in the environ-
ment. This approach could work more closely in the battle against COVID- 
19’s spread. In this harsh time that everyone knows, we need to learn from 
the environment how to take effective action against this disease. In this kind 
of study, we have to understand the costs ratio of our decisions, considering a 
multitude of factors like local and global economic impact, public health, and 
psychological effects. This type of study addresses reinforcement learning, 
especially integrating it with deep neural networks known as deep reinforce-
ment learning [12, 13].

4.3.6  Drugs: Generative Design Algorithms

Machine learning can help to advance drug- development process, providing 
a deep understanding of current antiviral benefits, forecasting infection rates 
and, in the faster patients, screening. There are various other suitable appli-
cation areas, but the problem is with limited data and the ability to combine 
composite structures into deep learning models. A majority of convolutional 
neural networks techniques are shown that are connected to molecular 
interactions.

 • Drug screening using the deep learning approach for COVID- 19 by 
(Zhang, et al.) has used current antiviral drugs that might help to 
COVID- 19 patients. This work is being suspended so that Adenosine 
and Vidabrine compounds might potentially work.

 • In another other research, they used AlphaFold library to find the pro-
tein structures of Covid- 19 virus. AlphaFold is a deep learning library 
for computational chemistry. With these protein structures (if correct), 
scientists will gain close access to the molecular structure of the virus, 
which could potentially pave the way for finding vaccines.

4.3.7  Radiology: CT Modalities

Chen et al. research has developed deep learning method for the detecting 
[of] COVID- 19 in CT modalities and [the result is shown as very good, 
specific and sensitive]. We could say, CT scans potentially will enable a 
better treatment. This deep learning concept on imaging could help min-
imize the burden. Moreover, learning how disease manifests itself in CT- 
scans could help present more closely into the disease itself [14,15].

In conclusion, these are potentially quite impactful approaches of artificial 
intelligence to fighting against the Covid- 19 though, mostly they are still 
in the early stage. However, limited data sharing continues to inhibit the 
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entire progress in medical research problems. We believe that utilizing things 
like meta- learning, domain adaptation, and reinforcement learning, while 
loosening restrictions to healthcare data, could allow machine learning to 
play a very significant role in containing/ responding to both COVID- 19 and 
future pandemics.
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5.1  Introduction

Coronavirus has a large variety of its origins, many authors argue, which 
may be transmitted from animal species, such as bats and pangolins, to the 
human population where it spread to human by air transmission and has 
become a pandemic [1]  [2] [3] [4]. The most common transmission process 
is from droplets from person to person in close quarters when people are 
sneezing and by other communication means [5] [6]. According to authors 
[7] [8], the ongoing transmission is due to international travelers worldwide, 
possibly originating from Wuhan China [8] [9]. Johns Hopkins University 
and the World Health Organization (WHO) named the diseases caused by 
the virus, COVID- 19 [10] [11]. The traveler’s history searching and treatment 
with personal equipment were highly recommended for treatment using iso-
lation precautions, for not community spreads were highly recommended yet 
[12] [13] [14]. Coronavirus disease is named after the deadly diseases SARS 
Cov 2. Coronaviruses have spiked S protein crowns [15] [16]. Inside the virus 
are genetic materials, RNA combined with a gene that has the capability of 
making more copies of the virus within the brief time when it is transmitted 
to living cells. The virus infects a person through the mouth, nose, and eyes, 
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then reaches the lungs and the DNA releases its gene to promote the spread 
[17] [18] [19]. Then body cells pull the genetic materials from the virus to 
the body cells inside the air sack of the lungs. In human lungs are 6 million 
air sacs (alveoli) arranged throughout the upper, middle, and lower lobes. 
When blood comes into them it is oxygenated and passes through [17] [20] 
[21]. When a virus infects human lungs, it infects the entire lungs, blocking 
the oxygenation process of air sacs. This process leaks the blood inside the 
air sacs and further blocks the passing of oxygen to the blood capillaries 
around the lung’s sacs. This process leads to the need for a ventilator for 
breathing. That ultimately leads to nonfunctioning air sacs in oxygenating 
the blood cells and evacuation of Co2 gases from the lungs. The ventilator 
and prone position of patients when sleeping can help decrease the death 
rate with intensive hospital care [20] [22]. Once the disease reaches into air 
sacs it again releases generic materials, ribosomes, and generates more copies 
that infect more cells and cause a more acute condition that ultimately causes 
death. This process completes 2 to 14 days after symptoms first appear. Some 
notable symptoms are fever and shortness of breath observed in 20 percent 
of patients, while the other 80 percent has no serious symptoms [22]. Other 
symptoms include tiredness, body aches, stuffy nose, sore throat, vomiting, 
loss of appetite, loss of smell, and so forth. Most people have mild illnesses 
and can recover at home. According to a report [23], older people have a 
higher risk for cases of serious illnesses such as lung and heart diseases, dia-
betes, severe obesity, chronic kidney disease, liver disease, and asthma. High- 
risk people have a weaker immune system than the normal patient [24]. Even 
if you are not high- risk, social distancing of 2 meters (6 feet) is recommended, 
which helps prevent transmission of airborne virus person to person.

The testing process collects samples from lungs or oropharyngeal swabs 
and is stored in the viral transport medium. The standard method of testing 
the coronavirus is PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) used in the molecular 
biology of DNA replication [25]. Another test is for the coronavirus single 
RNA gene using reverse transcriptase- polymerase chain reaction procedures 
(RTPCT). The collected sample is mixed with linctus buffers for isolation of 
viral RNA from the sample and then isolation of virus DNA will be detected 
in positive cases.

Coronavirus (COV) causes illness ranging from the common cold to 
more serious diseases such as Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS- 
Cov, 2012) and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS- COV, 2002) [26]. 
Coronavirus is zoonotic, that is, it can transmit between animals and human 
beings [26]. The primary source of coronavirus is believed to be a wet market 
in Wuhan, in December 2019, where both dead and live animals, including 
fish and birds, were sold [27] [28]. The Chinese authorities immediately tried 
to control the disease through many procedures such as placing patients in 
isolation to prevent airborne transmission of community spreading. COVID- 
19 causes more deaths during the initial disease in patients with asthma and/ 
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or heart disease, who have less immunity power due to previous diseases 
[29] [30].

COVID- 19 was first declared by Dr. Li Wenliang, a frontline health care 
worker who lost his own life fighting the disease in China [32]. The novel 
coronavirus became a public health emergency of international concern 
when it spread in many countries, killing and infecting people worldwide. 
On March 15, 2020, WHO declared the pandemic when there were five thou-
sand dead and there were 10,000 people infected globally [31]. The countries 
most affected by the disease initially were China, Italy, Iran, and South Korea, 
where there was a high recovery rate thanks to sound hospital treatment and 
public awareness. However, the virus mutated and changed. It creates fever, 
common cold- like symptoms.

It was an almost universal convention to keep a distance from one another 
and wash hands with soap –  the most prescribed measures against COVID. 
The habits of touching mouth and nose are always prohibited because of 
quick viral transmission. The mask is a core blocker for spreading as well as 
blocking the virus directly through the mouth and nose. Nurses and doctors 
always use personal protective equipment (PPE) with masks being compul-
sory while treating patients in the hospital.

It is supposed that there were 3,000 droplets spread from single cough by 
COVID patients. Virus spread by air can live three hours in normal conditions 
[31]. The steel and metal materials such as plastic will keep virus alive for more 
than three days. When the protective measures fail, COVID- 19 diseases then 
spike protein on the virus histamine H2 receptors to cells of human lungs. [15] 
When the virus is being replicated inside the lungs, at first the human does not 
experience symptoms; this is called the incubation period, which lasts from 2 
to 7 days, which ultimately increases symptoms of cough, fever, shortness of 
breath, dry cough, headache, sore throat, and pneumonia [34] [35].

The pre- symptoms are very abnormal in person- to- person spreading, so 
reporting cases and testing are significant for saving lives. The COVID- 19 
virus has RNA genetic materials whereas human genetic materials are DNA 
[36]. Covid- 19 has positive single- strain RNA materials that could easily 
create protein and produce automatic RNA without body cells inside the 
human body. When protein and RNA create new copies, the illness easily 
could change its protein [37]. The lungs’ agios receptors used in the blood 
purification process is highly affected by the human lungs combine and 
released virus RNA spread into phytoplasma. The ribosome and phytoplasma 
then create proteins and combines and creates viruses inside the lungs with 
making killing cell membranes of the lungs causes serious. Therefore, the 
metabolism activities of viruses can interrupt at any places. It is essential 
to find the presence of viruses inside the human body; however, the virus 
cannot be seen by the unaided eye, and the testing is not 100 percent accurate. 
The RTPCR test is for research purposes, whereas the rapid test is for large 
coverage with speed and lower cost.
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The virus with single strain RNA is converted into double standard DNA 
with multiple copies and matched with sequencing DNA (ACGT) sequen-
cing, whereas RNA uses AUGC sequences. There was a large company that 
developed the different kits for testing by sampling 10 to 20 special sequences 
that should be present in viral RNA. When RNA samples are first converted 
into a full sequence of DNA, therefore, this test requires more time to test. This 
process is called reversed because generally from DNA and RNA is generated 
to detect the cases. First, the complimentary copy of RNA (DNA) with 
florescent amplifying indicates the sample is considered positive when the 
florescent, not increasing, becomes negative [38] [39]. Whereas the rapid test 
uses the blood sample with a buffered solution, which indicates the antibody 
of human blood. The controller indicates the sample limits of the immunity 
system with Igm and Igg. These two were different only infected many times 
or first- time produced antibodies to the human body for the prevention of 
COV1 and COV2 diseases. This test requires waiting 10 to 15 minutes. The 
red line just indicates IGM implies the positive first time needs to be quar-
antine similarly when the two red lines appear in the kit indicates already 
been in positive therefore your blood produces antibody for treating COVID 
yourself and needs more precautions too [40] [39] [41] [42]. Whereas, if there 
are no red lines indicates you do not have the COVID disease confirmed. If 
the rapid test becomes positive or negative it is better to use the RTPCR test 
for confirmation.

5.2  Objective

The primary objective of this analysis is to explore the global trend of COVID 
cases using R Programming. The global trends and its patterns are analyzed 
using a comparative study of Nepal, India, and the United States as example 
cases for the data downloaded from Johns Hopkins repository (2020– 21). 
Similarly, the specific objective of this study is to compare among developed, 
developing and underdeveloped country situation of COVID cases.

5.3  Methods

The focus of this research was to predict COVID cases using comparative  
approaches. The exploratory analysis included fourfold data preparation  
of COVID cases for the prediction of the next three months; data gathering,  
data preprocessing, applying the data mining algorithm, and analyzing the  
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result using comparative as shown in Figure 5.1 constitute the key newness  
of this research. The data are collected from an open data source of the  
CSSEGIS repository, a world data repository maintained by Johns Hopkins  
University to r console after installation of “covid19. analytics” packages in  
R Programming. Then the data are classified, described according to their  
attributes before applying prediction and model design. Each line of coding  
is sufficiently explained to reach a conclusion.

5.4  Results

Here, researchers use the COVID data sets time series freely available on 
Johns Hopkins University repository from 01/ 22/ 2020 to 2020/ 09/ 12, from 
the reliable internet repository of https:// raw.github user cont ent.com/ CSS 
EGIS andD ata/ COVID- 19/ mas ter/ css e_ co vid_ 19_ d ata/ csse _ cov id_ 1 9_ da 
ily_ repo rts/ 09- 10- 2020.csv, retrieved on 2020- 09- 12 15:23:38 and stored in 
the variable as agg= covid19.data(case =  ‘aggregated’) whose record struc-
ture follows. This is the World Health Organization’s daily updated records 
repository, which stores data automatically downloaded, and at this writing 
has records of 3,954 cases of 14 variable attributes.

$ FIPS: int 45001 22001 51001 16001 19001 21001 29001 40001 8001 16003 ...
$ Admin2: Factor w/  1788 levels ““,”Abbeville”, 2 3 4 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 ...
$ Province_ state: Factor w/  549 levels ““,”Abruzzo”, “Acre”, 456 263 521
$ Country_ regions: Factor w/  188 levels “Afghanistan”, 180 180 180
$ Last Update: Factor w/  1 level “2020- 06- 23 04:33:22”: 1 1 1 1 1 1
$ Lat: num 34.2 30.3 37.8 43.5 41.3 ...
$ Long_ : num - 82.5 - 92.4 - 75.6 - 116.2 - 94.5 ...
$ Confirmed: int 87 669 1032 1307 12 105 86 108 3932 10 ...
$ Deaths: int 0 34 14 22 0 19 0 4 153 0 ...

Data
Analyzing 

Data 
Gathering

Data 
Preprocessing

Data Mining 
Algorithm

FIGURE 5.1
Research Method.
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$ Recovered: int 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
$ Active: int 87 635 1018 1285 12 86 86 104 3779 10 ...
$ Combined Key: Factor w/  3756 levels “Abbeville, South Carolina, US”
$ Incidence Rate: num 355 1078 3193 271 168 ...
$ Case Fatality Ratio: num 0 5.08 1.36 1.68 0 ...

The tabular record looks like as and stores 3,798*14= 3812 records.
Similarly, the all- time series records of confirmed case records could be 

easily loaded to r console and stored in variables. While storing data of each 
separate case of all and only confirmed could be loaded as using tsa= covid19.
data (case= ‘ts- All’) and tsc= covid19.data (case =  ‘ts- confirmed’) commands 
in r console, whose data structure in tabular format as stored records of 
(255*266) days records and total all- time series download r console 785 obser-
vation of 238 time- series data of COVID information.

The report: Summary (Nentries =  12, graphical. output =  T) produces three  
outputs describing the total of 188 countries with 82 geographical locations  
of each confirmed cases worldwide. The entries equal to 12 produce the top-
most 12 countries with increasing and decreasing trend patterns up to the  
date downloaded, where the researcher could easily count as is required.  
The output TS- CONFIRMED cases data dated as of 2020- 06- 22: 2020- 09- 11  
19:33:22 includes the number of countries/ regions reported, which is 188  
while the number of cities/ provinces reported is 82 locations. The unique  

TABLE 5.1

Covid Aggregate Data Sets from Johns Hopkins

S. N
Province 
state

Country 
region Last Update Lat Long Confirmed Deaths Recovery

1 South 
Carolina

US 2020- 07- 05 
04:33:46

34.2 –82.5 119 0 0

………………………
3798 Zimbabwe 2020- 09- 12 

15:23:38
–19.0 29.1 698 8 181

TABLE 5.2

Total Confirmed Cases Data Set from Johns Hopkins

Province_ state
Country 
regions Lat Long 2020- 01- 22 2020- 01- 23 - - 2020- 09- 12

1 Afghanistan 33.93911 67.709953 0 0 38572
………………………..
265 Zimbabwe –19.015438 9.154857 0 0 7453
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number of distinct geographical locations of combined cases is 563. And the  
worldwide ts- confirmed totals are 28161434 cases.

The output further describes the global average percentage is 0.38 
with a standard deviation of dispersion of 1.85 worldwide automatically 
calculated, whereas the top countries global percentage average many 
times different 7.02 percentage and the standard deviation is 7.37 implies 
the highest growth in top- scored countries. Similarly, TS- DEATHS cases 
data dated from 2020- 06- 22 to 2020- 09- 10 00:30:27 comprises 188 coun-
tries/ regions of cities and provinces of 82 having 266 distinct geograph-
ical locations automatically generated. The worldwide ts- deaths reach is 
909479 indicates its very increasing. This process further outputs of the 
top 12 countries with total its percentage and each day differences of one 
month’s records as below.

Similarly, the records of the TS- RECOVERED cases from 2020- 01- 22 to 
2020- 09- 12 15:23:38 19:42:25 explain the total of 188 countries of distinct geo-
graphical locations combined is 253. The worldwide ts- recovered reached is 
18992383, and the current monthly growth rate of each top country displays.

Similarly, the AGGREGATED data ORDERED BY CONFIRMED cases 
from 2020- 09- 11 to 2020- 09- 11 19:42:25 of 188 countries of 549 providence of 
distinct geographical locations combined is 3,954 areas.

From the above table, the aggregate total cases with a percentage of  
confirmed, deaths, recovery, and active cases were displayed. Brazil has the  
highest (2.77) percent of confirmed case, where Lima has at least 1.45 percent  
among the top 12 countries. Similarly, the UK, Iran, Chile, and Russia highest  
lower confirmed case percentage. Similarly, UK (17.17), United States (10.69),  
and France (15.25) have the highest death rates, whereas South Africa and  
Saudi Arabia have 0.90 percent. However, the recovery rate in the United  
States, UK, and Lima has no recovery to have the least recovery rate where  

TABLE 5.3

Total Confirmed Cases Confirmed Summary

Country Totals % Last t- 1 t- 2 t- 3 t- 4 t- 30

US 6396100 22.71 35888 33203 26387 50502 46156 56203
India 4562414 16.20 96551 95735 89706 86432 76472 66999
Brazil 4238446 15.05 40557 35816 14279 50163 43412 55155
Russia 1042836 3.70 5310 5172 5020 5064 4758 5054
Peru 702776 2.50 6586 4615 1598 13016 8619 0
Colom 694664 2.47 7813 15318 - 315 8489 8497 12066
Mexico 652364 2.32 5043 4461 5351 6196 5824 5858
South A 644438 2.29 2007 1990 1079 2063 1846 2810
Spain 554143 1.97 10764 8866 8964 10476 9779 3172
Argentina 524198 1.86 11905 12259 12027 10684 11717 7663
Chile 428669 1.52 1642 1486 1267 1968 1870 1552
Iran 395488 1.40 2063 2313 2302 2026 2115 2510
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Chile and Iran have the best recovery on that day concerning yesterday’s  
records. However, the United States, UK, and Lima have the highest active  
case percentage rate among top cases, whereas Chile and Turkey have a  
10 percent active cases. The total plot describes similar output in the pie and  
bars diagram of deaths for visual display the records explain confirmed cases  
and aggregate and recovered of the top 12 countries. Here, the researcher just  
displays top 12 countries’ information as sample cases. This could be only  
being selected 3 or all 210 countries. The first plot describes the bar plot of  
confirmed, deaths, and recovery of 12 countries. Similarly, the second plots  
describe each country’s confirmed cases, deaths, and recovery cases. The  
total per location may use single or multiple countries to describe the linear  
regression (lM) by specifying its variables. The United States and Brazil have  

TABLE 5.4

Total Deaths

Country Totals Per Change t- 1 t- 2 t- 3 t- 4 t- 30

US 191766 3 907 1206 445 965 971 1505
Brazil 129522 3.06 983 1075 504 888 855 1175
India 76271 1.67 1209 1172 1115 1089 1021 942
Mexico 69649 10.68 600 565 703 522 552 737
United 41608 11.62 14 8 32 10 9 20
Italy 35587 12.57 10 14 10 11 9 10
France 30656 8.23 13 30 38 17 19 46
Peru 30236 4.3 113 147 138 337 153 0
Spain 29699 5.36 71 34 78 184 15 - 2
Iran 22798 5.76 129 127 132 118 112 188
Colom 22275 3.21 222 442 - 4 270 299 362
Russia 18207 1.75 127 141 121 119 108 128

TABLE 5.5

Total Recovered Cases

Country Total Change t- 1 t- 3 t- 4 t- 30

Brazil 3657701 46069 39211 34843 35937 56890
India 3542663 70880 72939 70072 65050 56383
US 2403511 16032 28368 16497 17041 38800
Russia 859961 5892 6323 5749 5869 7104
South Africa 573003 3068 2206 2931 2597 5904
Colombia 569479 16594 23868 9070 11827 9358
Mexico 541804 3290 3373 4037 4238 3904
Peru 536959 0 14708 18346 7785 12534
Chile 401356 1801 1825 1839 1530 1878
Argentina 390098 7608 15900 9160 5707 5894
Iran 340842 1731 1697 1713 1632 1624
Saudi Arabi 299998 1032 720 1099 1148 2151
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the highest number of cases, but Germany and Italy have the lowest number  
among them. Similarly, the total per location could easily use confirmed data  
with geolocation of country comparisons between many country- like tots.  
per. location (tsc, geo.loc= c (‘India’, ‘US’)) produce as the output of Linear  
Regression (lm) and GLM using family of INDIA with 4562414 cases.

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) - 899460.3 92692.5 - 9.704 <2e- 16 ***
x.var 13984.0 686.8 20.360 <2e- 16 ***
Residual standard error: 705200 on 231 degrees of freedom
Multiple R- squared: 0.6422,
Adjusted R- squared: 0.6406
F- statistic: 414.5 on 1 and 231 DF, p- value: < 2.2e- 16

The India linear regression formula, which produces five- level summaries 
of minimum maximum, median, 1Q, and 1Q, are - 803619 - 626998 - 136732 
479944 2203610, respectively. The coefficients output explains that the model 
intercept describes the negative association (- 899460.3) when x- intercepts at 
the y- axis. The other intercepts indicate individual associations when x is 
zero for predicting the explanatory variable is 13984.0. Similarly, the standard 
error is 686.8, which indicates the variability error of sampling data is 68 per-
cent. Similarly, the t value implies 20.360 is the ratio between standard error 
and estimation is mostly concerned with the mean of confirmed cases of 
COVID cases of India. Similarly, the last output p- value (<2e- 16) indicates its 
model and other explicatory variables’ significance. This evaluates with 0.05 
for rejection or acceptance. The three stars indicate these two variables have 
highly significant to one another. The root means the square error is 705200 
implies how well is the model for prediction model, indicates in every 231 

TABLE 5.6

Aggregate Data Sets When Summarized

Location Confirmed % Death Recovered % Active %

Sao Paulo, Brazil 312530 2.77 15996 162851 52.11 133683 42.77
Iran 237878 2.11 11408 198949 83.63 27521 11.57
Metropolitan, Chi 226128 2.01 5251 204387 90.39 16490 7.29
Moscow, Russia 224210 1.99 3929 156459 69.78 63822 28.47
Saudi Arabia 205929 1.83 1858 143256 69.57 60815 29.53
Turkey 204610 1.82 5206 179492 87.72 19912 9.73
Maharashtra, India 200064 1.78 8671 108082 54.02 83311 41.64
France 195546 1.74 29812 72092 36.87 93642 47.89
South Africa 187977 1.67 3026 91227 48.53 93724 49.86
Lim 163824 1.45 4814 0 0 159010 97.06
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FIGURE 5.2
Total Plots of Confirmed, Deaths and Aggregate of Top Countries.
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data not accurately degrees of freedom. The multiple r square is 0.6422implies 
a percentage in the variation of x explained by the explanatory variable. 
Likewise, the adjusted r- squared is 0.6406 is the ratio between estimation and 
error terms in the model. The f- statistic is 414.5 indicates the model signifi-
cance on 1 by 99 DF. The p- value is less than 2.2e- 16 implies a rejection of the 
null hypothesis, and these two variables are significant associations.

Similarly, the United States with 6396100 cases Linear Regression (lm) and 
GLM model output produces implies the there is a significant association 
between them

Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
- 801.2 - 573.0 84.7 260.9 405.4

Coefficients:

Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept) 1.176e+ 01 1.829e- 04 64277 <2e- 16 ***

x.var 1.805e- 02 9.746e- 07 18518 <2e- 16 ***

Null deviance: 530700513 on 232 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 45592008 on 231 degrees of freedom
AIC: 45595166 with Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 25

At this moment the US cases whose AIC is 45595166 when the number of 
fishers scoring iterations at 5 indicates another model design. From using this 
model could easily change any country information.

The above two charts, describe 266 days’ records (from 2020/ 01/ 22 to 2020- 
09- 12 15:23:38) produce in the same chart which clearly describes Covid’s 
increasing trend. When the logs chart is in curve with concave in the first plot 
indicates its decreasing trend of cases whereas the concave pattern indicates 
a decreasing trend. The red line indicates the total death rate is quite smaller 
in India than in the United States.

These plots display the total growth rate with comparison among Nepal, 
India, and the United States with its number in bars of total cases. The total 
growth rate of confirmed cases is low in Nepal due to the lack of proper 
testing facility could not be mentioned by the government in the early days. 
The United States has the highest because it focuses on testing more cases for 
the virus spreading control infection the multiple country diagram with total 
cases could compare with growth using growth Rate (tsc, geo.loc = c(‘Nepal’, 
’India’, ‘US’)) command plots.

The total plots directly provide the country present status with a line  
chart describes with a comparison of Nepal India and the United States each  
selected country’s current status, confirmed cases, death on each day since  
the beginning. The green line describes each day death cases from the begin-
ning. the combined plots and individual country plots describe increasing  
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FIGURE 5.3
Line Plots Trend Lines.
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FIGURE 5.4
Growth Rate Plot.
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trends. Therefore, control of COVID needs urgent using holistic measures  
from authorities control community spread.

5.5  Conclusion

The COVID- 19 diseases started from China and spread all over the world 
to 210 countries. This comparative analysis is based on the data taken on 

FIGURE 5.5
Total Line Plots.
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2020- 09- 12 15:23:38 from the Hopkins repository. Brazil has the highest 
number of cases per capita followed by India, and the United States has the 
highest number of cases. However, current trends are still increasing world-
wide. Each government should take appropriate measured for better pre-
vention. The United States has the highest death rate than India and Nepal 
however it’s in increasing trend is quite flatten than India a developing and 
underdeveloped country Nepal.

5.6  Key Messages

COVID- 19 a viral disease spread around world from China, first recorded in 
January 2020, that quickly covered the world in a pandemic. The data from 
countries the authorities are being regularly maintained at Johns Hopkins 
University repository. Its comparison growth rates, patterns, and lessons 
learned from those countries are necessary for controlling its community 
spread. Therefore, this chapter compared three sample countries –  developed 
(the United States), developing (India), and underdeveloped (Nepal) –  using 
R Programming.
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6.1  Introduction

Data visualization primarily refers to the graphical representation of data 
using charts, graphs, and maps to provide an understanding of trends 
and patterns of data [1]. However, there are more tools available in the 
modern world for analyzing multidimensional data. R provides data- master 
crunching and analysis with graphical animation with easy and quick plots. 
The developers of the r project were Robert Gentleman and Ross Ihaka in 
1996 for static interpretation of data, easy data wrangling, advanced visu-
alization, open sources advance, and development. The function ggplot2, 
gg- animation, plot and geom data map are the best tools for large data 
analysis like COVID cases these days. The outbreak of COVID- 19 caused 
more than 11 million infections and 500,000 deaths of humans within a few 
months of pandemic’s start in late 2019 [2]. The coronavirus infects living 
cells, which contain genetic materials that spike protein could easily repli-
cate to more viruses and outer surfaces with protein spikes when patients 
cough or sneeze, spreading droplets through the air. When a virus in the heel, 
through the nose, mouth, and throat of lungs then spike of virus contracts 
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with perceptual molecules of lungs cell membrane of the spike protein of the 
virus [3] [4]. [5] [6]. The virus gets into cell ribosome of cell components in the 
lungs and ultimately multiplies inside lungs with the blood of oxygen and 
transmutes them to capillaries inside a sac of lungs purified inside alveoli. 
When the human immune system is healthy, carbon dioxide and [7] virus 
directly inserted into lungs and multiplying create pneumonia, with water 
in lungs, which leads to difficulty breathing. This process causes pneumonia, 
headache, and increased difficulty breathing in many areas of the lungs [8] 
[9]. More serious patients need a ventilator to breathe. However, this may 
vary according to age, previous diseases, the medicine used, and many more 
factors [10]. The data visualization and summary of the ongoing pattern of 
COVID cases provide better guidelines for taking preventive measures for 
the local, national and international planner.

The spread of coronavirus begins at Wuhan’s live animal food market, 
then to every country, which starts the economies going down, and hospital 
go down suddenly with their failing hospital systems facing every country 
in the world [11]. By March 5, 2020,, there were 95,000 cases worldwide, 
with 3,300 deaths in 65 countries, and within a single month it increased to 
2,921,439 cases with a highly accelerating death rate rising to 203,300 around 
the world. Many were losing their lives every day and the world was crying 
out for health. The United States had the highest number of deaths, 24,000, 
and there were more than 600,000 cases, with an increasing number of 1,500 
each day, causing crisis situations. Similarly, Spain reached 159,516 cases, 
with 20,465 deaths [12]. According to the WHO report the fatality rate (CFR) 
of coronavirus has mainly varied, following the previous history of other 
diseases conformed to death [12]. Similarly, the age of the sick varies from 
young to old with an immunity rate that decreases with age.

The above two- column describes the age- wise fertility rate, which implies 
the older the age the more the risk. The elderly person’s risk increases if a 
person of the second two- column describes that the previous disease suf-
ferer has a higher chance of being diseased [13]. So, morally, the pertinent 
was not high risk and there was no report that corona virus- infected children 
by transmission or infant nursing [10] [14]. While breastfeeding, the main 
risk to mother and children is in droplets rather than in the breastfeeding. At 
present, 80 percent of patients had mild infections, and some people did not 
develop symptoms at all [6] [15].

There were many tests behind the pretest of COVID cases, including the 
walking test [9] [16]. If the patient feels a reduction of oxygen, then one 
should go get a doctors’ advice; this process is known as happy hypoxemia. 
When decreasing the oxygen level and the lungs will not take more oxygen 
from the atmosphere. Then the patient will be on anti- inflammatory drugs 
like HCQ, antiviral medicine like remdicevir, and heavy flies and monoclonal 
medicines are being prescribed [17] [18]. The blood thinner medicine and 
storied were added based on a patient blood tests with a hyper cognitive 
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state. Generally, those patients who have more than 60 years of kidney, heart 
diseases were recommended to be hospitalized immediately [19]. There were 
mild, moderate, and severe cases, too. If the patient with more symptoms for 
not long three days fell in the mild category, whereas a patient with pneu-
monia with fever and chest pain was termed as moderate, while the elderly 
with diseases and fever were considered severe cases. The mildly infected 
patient was recommended to stay home in isolation, monitoring fever 
and oxygen levels. Moderate and severe patients having more respiratory 
problems were recommended to admit. It is generally recommended that 
close contact of less than 3 feet and for more than 15 minutes means meetings 
with COVID patients will transmit the virus [20]. The RTPCR test done with 
the nasal swab is the confirmatory test when first meeting with COVID 
close contact within 5 to 10 days after. These test results have more specifi-
city and sensitivity of prediction [15]. At the time of discharge after 14 days’ 
treatment and the patient having no fever for the previous three days, it is not 
strongly recommended to test again when checking out from the hospital. 
If tested it will result in one more positive due to the deadly virus on the 
swab. Although there is an eight- week test positive found after recovering, 
the body already had great immunity to fight against COVID- 19 diseases 
[21]. Therefore, COVID is a disease that is the more problematic for those 
who have had diabetes, kidney, and cardiovascular diseases already. The 
social distancing with mask- wearing, hand washing, and avoiding crowded 
places were very common preventive measures [22]. However, some coun-
tries unlock increases the more COVID cases found each day. Thus, in ana-
lysis of COVID cases by animated charts, plots are of significant importance 
for quickly recommending further action implementation in the current 
situation. The static data only presents facts, but not trends and patterns of 
COVID cases by region [23].

Therefore, this exploratory analysis tries to develop animated trends of 
COVID cases for individual as well as global trends.

6.2  Method

The owid-  COVID - data combines ECDC data on confirmed cases and deaths 
with the testing data collected daily and verified sources such as Johns 
Hopkins University. The data repository includes ios code, continent, loca-
tion, total cases, total population, and much more in 40 columns of infor-
mation related to the worldwide pandemic context. The 40,959 observations 
were describing many properties of COVID data as.

However, data presented in tabular format is not able to describe overall  
patterns and trends of world data without some type of visual comparison  
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at first glance of data. Therefore, the present chapter tries to explore COVID  
case comparison and analysis with many dimensions of data trends of the  
day and monthly patterns of world COVID. Data management requires  
machine learning [24], for the animation table of data is converted as a data  
frame with converting its data with the character format of the day, month,  
and year pattern in the date column. The mutate command is used to change  
its data name by sub- situating another pattern under the lubricate library.  
Whose day, month, and year data could easily convert from the original date  
to another user- defined date (Y- M- D). The final date, which becomes the  
2019- 12- 31 pattern, could separate its pattern too. The animated line chart  
displays segments of series between two points with time intervals such  
as days, months, and years for better analysis of the COVID daily record  
of trending patterns. After converting data format datanew= data %>%  
mutate(date= dmy(date)) and new2 %>% group_ by(date) %>% summaries  
(count= n ()) %>% mutate (Cuml= cumsum(count))

6.3  Results

The data, with 40,748 observations, could be grouped by date and calculated. 
Its cumulative sum of each new date summarizes its output in Tibble and 
generates observations of 199 countries with 3 variables: date, count, and 
Culm, as below.

$ date: Date [1:245], format: “2019- 12- 31” “2020- 01- 01” ...
$ count: int [1:245] 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 ...
$ Culm: int [1:245] 68 136 204 272 340 408 476 544 612 680 ...

TABLE 6.1

Format of Data Source after Download

Sn iso_ code continent location date total_ cases new_ cases

1 ABW North America Aruba 3/ 13/ 2020 2 2
2 ABW North America Aruba 3/ 19/ 2020
……………………………
40749 International 31/ 08/ 2020 696 7
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Date count Culm

1 2019- 12- 31 68 68
2 2020- 01- 01 68 136
………..
245 2020- 08- 31 211 40749
246 2020- 09- 01 210 40959

6.3.1  Line Plot Animation

After converting data format into table format the animated plot generates 
using ggplot with line geom points with filling red color with transition 
by cumulative sum by the day’s records. yy %>% ggplot (aes (x= date,  
y= Cuml)) +  geom_ line(color= ‘red’) +  geom_ point(size= 1.5) geom_ area(fill= 
’red’) +  theme_ bw () +  ggtitle (‘Daily Cumulative Cases’) transition reveal 
(Culm). The animated line graphs of COVID indicates its day ration have 
been increasing daily.

The daily cases of worldwide COVID were gradually increasing by months  
whose linearity adverse sharpen after last week from March. The color and  
its line animation could be defined as require reached more than 257,000 new  
cases per day. The monthly line plot of a selected country could be easily  
filtered using month is equal to 2 and, group by day, country name, and their  
total cases of each month stored in data of COVID records. df= data new%>%  
filter(m= = 2) %>% group by (d, location, total cases) %>% summaries (count=  
n ()) %>% mutate (Culm= cum- sum (total cases))

FIGURE 6.1
Daily Cumulative Cases Animation Plot.
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This command summarized 116 records of four countries, whose count and 
the cumulative new cases could calculate and store in the same row whose 
complete cases were stored otherwise counted values replaced by 0. This 
new= data. frame (complete (df, d, location, fill = list(count= 0))). Similarly, 
using the same data sets with the selected country could filtered using or 
command like new2= new %>% filter (location = =  ‘United States’| location = 
=  ‘India’ |location = =  ‘United Kingdom’ |location = =  ‘Germany’ |location 
= =  ‘Brazil’ |location = =  ‘Nepal’) for the purpose of daily line graphs of the 
selected country. This record displays 200 cases of the selected country with 
cumulative cases.

d location total cases count Culm

1 France 6 1 6
1 Germany 7 1 7
1 United Kingdom 2 1 2
1 United States 7 1 7
2 France 6 1 6
2 Germany 8 1 8
2 United Kingdom 2 1 2

……………………….
25 India 3167323 1 3167323
25 Brazil 3622861 1 3622861
25 Nepal 32678 1 32678
25 Russia 961493 1 961493
25 United States 5740909 1 5740909

These types of records could plot inline graphs using ggplot (data= new2, aes 
(x= d, y= Culm, group= location, color= location)) +  germline () +  geoponic () 
+  scale_ y_ log10() +  theme_ bw () +  tittle (‘Animated line plot’) +  transition 
reveal(d). this command quickly generates line graphs.

Similarly, when data filter on June with more countries with the com-
parison animated line graph Similarly, when data filter on June with more 
countries with the comparison animated line graph of the US, France, 
Germany, India, Russia, Brazil, and Nepal country summarize with 245 items 
with cumulative cases generates the table as below. This line plot of February 
records shows that the United States and India have the lowest number of 
cases compared to France, Germany, and the United Kingdom of both two 
animated line plots when the second plots describe the day- wise animated 
plots of July and August 2020 explores India has sharply increased and Nepal 
has still gradually in comparison with the top country. This model provides 
the facility to generate the animated plots of a single month as the user 
required with legend at right. From the above line plots, the COVID cases of 
France, Germany, and the UK present with more stable conditions, whereas 
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FIGURE 6.2
Animinitate Line Plot of Developed Country.
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Brazil, the United States, and India have the largest new case records per day, 
implying that the government and citizens of these countries should take 
more precautions for COVID control measures.

6.3.2  Bar Plot Animation

The bar plot graph is used to present categorical in rectangular bars pro-
portional to COVID cases vertically or horizontally with day, month, and 
year. The time pattern for better analysis could be designed after filtering 
selected country records of the fifth or sixth months’ records summarized 
as follows: new= data new %>% filter (location = = ‘United States’ |location 
= =  ‘France’ |location = =  ‘United Kingdom’| location = =  ‘Germany’) %>% 
filter(m= = 5|m= = 6) %>% group by (location, m, total cases) %>% summaries 
(count= n ())

d location total cases count Culm

1 France 151753 1 151753
1 United Kingdom 274762 1 274762
1 United States 1790191 1 1790191
1 Germany 182028 1 182028
2 France 152091 1 152091
25 India 3167323 1 3167323
25 Brazil 3622861 1 3622861
25 Nepal 32678 1 32678
25 Russia 961493 1 961493
25 United States 5740909 1 5740909

This output filtered the May and June monthly records of four selected coun-
tries only, with a cumulative sum of new COVID cases in Culm columns of 
245 observations. After data summarization with months, any months starts 
COVID can be selected. Here, the researcher selects May and June records of 
world COVID data grouped by a developed country. The map records with 
a bar diagram with log values filled by country name. p=  new %>% gwplot 
(aes (x =  location, y =  total cases, fill =  location)) geom_ bar (stat =  ‘iden-
tity’) geom_ point(size =  1.5) scale_ y_ log10() theme () guides(fill =  F), and 
this data will be transits with monthly records of a time frame as p + transi-
tion time (as. integer(m)) labs (title =  ‘Animinitate Bar plot by Month,’ sub-
title =  ‘Month: {frame_ time}’).

When the filter the data using or operator of all months since starts the 
animated plots describes its pattern of increment of each country. The United 
States and India have largely increased in March 2020, and they became 
the top countries until Nepal increased its ratio in June and July. This bar 
chart presents the two months’ information of four selected country record 
bars whose animation display rises according to daily information for each 
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FIGURE 6.3
Animated Bar Plot.
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country. Similarly, the total cases could be easily plotted in bar graphs as 
p+  transition states (total cases) +  labs (title =  ‘Animation bar plot of top 
countries’) shadow mark () +  enter grow () and p+  transition states (Culm)+  
labs (title =  ‘Animation bar plot for top countries’) shadow mark () +  enter 
grow (). The animation bar plot describes their pattern of COVID cases of the 
fifth and sixth months’ records simultaneously. The three European coun-
tries have a similar pattern of COVID cases in these months, with the United 
States increasing sharply at the end and crossing over in June 2020.

6.3.3  Bubble Plot Animation

The bubble chart that displays three dimensions of data on x and y axis with 
plotted data on time intervals of total COVID cases data of month and day 
records is plotted. After loading data, the head(data) and str(data) commands 
describe the data and their structure. The data set converts its data pattern 
using lubricate packages datanew$date= as. Date(datanew$date/ %d/ 
%Y“) convert its date as [1] “12/ 31/ 2019” “1/ 1/ 2020” “1/ 2/ 2020” “1/ 3/ 
2020” “1/ 4/ 2020” pattern when using data new =  data %>% mutate(date= 
mdy(date)) the data will be converted into [1] “2019- 12- 31” “2020- 01- 01” 
“2020- 01- 02” “2020- 01- 03” pattern. Similarly, the day records datanew$date= 
day(datanew$date) [1] 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 [985] 15 16 4 6 7 8 and month > 
datanew$m= month(datanew$date) converts as [1] 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 6 6 6 
6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 information pattern. Whose data again 
data2= datanew %>% group by (location, continent, date, GDP_  precipi-
tate, life expectancy, total cases, m, d) %>% summaries (count= n ()) %>% 
mutate(total= consume(count)) formed grouped data. The group by records 
with country name, continent, day, GDP, life acceptancy with months and 
day records were summarized with total new records on total columns stored 
in new table. Thus, the bubble plots with consideration with life expectancy 
and per capita of population of COVID cases. The p= ggplot (data2, aes (x= 
gdp_ per_ capita, y= life expectancy, size= total, color= location)) geom_ point 
(show. legend= F, alpha= 0.7) scale_ x_ log10() labs (x= ‘GDP Per Capita’, y= 
’Life Expectancy’) scale size (range= c (2,15)).

The base bubble plots GDP versus life expectancy with total cases plots 
the bubble very small to large when increasing the COVID cases of all coun-
tries. When applying transition time with month p+ transition_ time(m)+  labs 
(title =  ‘Year per Capital Vs Life Expectancy’, subtitle= ’year: {frame time}’) 
shadow wake (0.5). this output could be easily saved into specified direc-
tion anim_ save (‘C:/ Users/ Rimal/ Desktop/ cove map/ month plot’). With 
saving animated plot so that we could easily be embedded into PowerPoint 
slides.

The first map with the transition described was made on January 2020  
information and demonstrates there were very few countries recording the  
few COVID cases, whereas in July of the second plot almost all countries  
in the world were being infected by COVID- 19; the small dots indicate the  
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few cases proportion with a population of 3D animated bubble plots. The  
bubble plot when time transition with date animates all continents cases of  
3D notion. Using p+  transition _ time(date)+  labs (title= ‘GDP VS Life’, sub-
title =  ‘Year: {frame time}’) shadow wake (0.5) +  facet wrap (~continent)  
anim_ save (‘C:/ Users/  / Desktop/  covid map/  continent’).

The first continental maps represent that the data of Africa and Asia show 
the highest number of cases, while South America and Oceana have three 
countries with very few cases. At the end of Jul,y almost all continents were 
being infected with more COVID cases. Thus, the above line, bar, and bubble 
animated plots give more information of COVID cases whose daily and 
monthly records were steadily increasing.

6.4  Conclusion

By 2021, COVID- 19 had become the most dangerous threat to human civ-
ilization. Holistic approaches are required for COVID disease control, and 

FIGURE 6.4
Animated Bubble Plot.

FIGURE 6.5
Animated Bobble Plot of COVID Cases.
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FIGURE 6.6
Animated Continent Bubble Plot.
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WHO collects datasets about coronavirus from regions, countries, cities, 
and many patterns of data visualization. However, there is a huge potential 
to analyze data with dynamic patterns and trends study for a further new 
strategy to control measures. The maps describe the relationship of provinces 
within one country and neighboring provinces in another country. For better 
management planning, dynamic plots like line, bar, and bubble describe the 
more ongoing COVID cases to determine the relationship between province 
cases for better preventive measures. The United States, Brazil, India, and 
Russia were top countries where new cases increased daily. Therefore, fur-
ther planning with dynamic animated data can play a significant role in the 
battle against COVID- 19’s spread around the world.
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7.1  Introduction

COVID- 19 left the whole world trapped inside their houses. With a lot of con-
fusion among the general public, it was time for researchers to study different 
aspects of the disease in order to find an effective way out of it. With high 
infection rates it was difficult to trace the virus as its transmission was way 
ahead of what everyone thought. Penetrating into new cities every day, it 
trapped the whole world very quickly. Experts suggested that contact tra-
cing, isolation and tracking the virus were among the most effective solutions 
to reduce its spread.

Can we use artificial intelligence to trace and track COVID- 19 spread? Well, 
the answer is yes. With new research emerging every day in this field, artificial 
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intelligence has brought the world to a whole new level. From self- driving 
cars to smartphone assistants, artificial intelligence has made humans more 
dependent on machines than ever. In this chapter we will learn how we can 
use topic modelling, one of the famous machine- learning techniques to track 
and trace COVID- 19 on Twitter.

7.2  What is Topic Modelling?

Topic modelling is an unsupervised machine learning technique that is cap-
able of detecting patterns in words and phrases from a set of documents and 
clustering word groups and similar expressions that best characterize a set of 
documents. In big corporations, data analysis of such a huge set of documents 
would be a cumbersome task if delegated to humans. This is why everyone 
is excited about the implications of artificial intelligence in their day- to- day 
tasks and business as a whole. AI- powered text analysis uses a wide range of 
methods and algorithms to process language naturally, one of which is Topic 
Analysis –  detecting topics from text.

By using topic analysis methods, businesses can offload such heavy tasks 
to machines instead of overloading employees with huge chunks of data. 
These techniques are helpful in organizations that receive huge amounts 
of queries/ complaints on a daily basis. Routing such requests/ queries/ 
complaints from customers to respective departments is crucial to resolving 
them immediately.

7.3  Related Work

Topic analysis techniques are very popular among researchers, and these 
techniques have proven to be beneficial in various epidemics and disasters. 
As expected, researchers have done a good amount of work in this domain 
and have used various Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to 
study people’s behavior during this pandemic. Here are a few research 
papers in this domain:

1. Dynamic Topic Modelling of the COVID- 19 Twitter Narrative among 
US Governors and Cabinet Executives [1].

2. Tracking Public and Private Responses to the COVID- 19 Epidemic:  
Evidence from State and Local Government Actions [2].
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3. Exploratory Analysis of Covid- 19 Tweets Using Topic Modelling, 
UMAP, and DiGraphs [3].

4. An Exploratory Study of COVID- 19 Information on Twitter in the 
Greater Region. [4].

7.4  Other Ways of Topic Analysis

The other powerful technique in topic analysis is Topic Classification. While 
Topic Modelling is unsupervised technique, Topic Classification is supervised 
topic analysis technique. Models are trained on a set of data and provide 
better accuracy than Topic Modelling when tested on real data. Most of 
the mature businesses dealing with a specific set of data prefer supervised 
models because of their better accuracy.

While both of the methods, that is, Topic Modelling and Topic Classification, 
are useful, they have their own advantages and disadvantages. For example, 
if we are not sure if we will encounter some new information in future with a 
completely new topic, then Topic Modelling is a better choice because it can 
cluster new information together, but Topic Classification would provide less 
accuracy because it was not trained on those new topic models and never 
prepared for them to occur.

7.5  How Can Twitter and Topic Modelling Be Used in  
Tackling COVID- 19?

7.5.1  Role of Twitter

With more than 300 million active monthly users, Twitter is one of the most 
popular microblogging sites across the world. On the other hand, Twitter 
is a microblogging service where users can broadcast short 140- character 
messages called tweets, which can be personal thoughts or opinions on public 
statements, places, persons, disasters, and other things. making it a useful 
tool for gathering information. Twitter has a presence in mostly all govern-
ment departments, world leaders’ offices, organizations, actors, and so forth, 
who actively share news/ articles/ announcements with their followers. 
During COVID- 19 we saw a huge inflow of tweets regarding the COVID- 19 
spread, where government bodies were actively seen spreading awareness, 
sending advisories, and daily statistics to reach the public.
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With so much data available at our disposal, researchers believe that 
this could be very beneficial if used properly. One study by Aramaki and 
colleagues [5] made use of the tweets of Japanese Twitter users to detect 
if an influenza epidemic is happening and predict what type of influenza 
will spread in any given season. Another study described an approach  
that automatically identified tweets that contribute to situational 
awareness [6].

7.5.2  Twitter and Covid

Social media, especially Twitter, has recently played an important role in 
natural disasters as an instrument of information. Such huge data if used 
properly can be used in managing and tracing the COVID- 19 virus. Most 
governments have set up dedicated telephone helplines for their citizens 
and have deployed special portals and mobile applications for contact tra-
cing. During the coronavirus most people sought help using twitter as one 
of the mediums. In initial days most common queries involved the avail-
able treatment, lockdown advisories, queries regarding COVID symptoms, 
queries regarding international travel, and so forth.

With such huge volumes of incoming requests daily it could have been 
overwhelming for any authority to respond to each of the queries. This is 
where topic modelling can be beneficial.

7.5.3  How Can Topic Modelling Help?

As we know, topic modelling is a method to analyse a set of documents (here, 
Tweets), cluster them into different groups based on their similarity, and then 
assign them some relevant topics.

Using such techniques, we can use incoming Tweets as an information 
stream and, after clustering them into different groups, we can forward them 
to respective authorities for quick rectification. This would help authorities 
identify similar requests from thousands of incoming tweets and quickly 
address them.

Researchers have been working on such techniques and have done impres-
sive work in this area. We found some interesting work in this domain 
given below:

1. To track dengue epidemic using twitter content classification and topic 
modelling [7].

2. Using Topic Modelling to Make Sense of Typhoon- related Tweets [8].

3. Towards detecting influenza epidemics by analyzing Twitter 
messages [9].
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7.6  How Does Topic Modelling Work?

The process involves different steps. Some of the steps are the same as other 
NLP algorithms. Given below are some of the steps involved in this process:

1. Data collection
2. Data cleaning
3. Topic modelling
4. Summarization

7.6.1  Data Collection

Data is collected from publicly available tweets using Twitter Public API. 
Tweets are fetched using some specific keywords, hashtags, and accounts 
that are relevant for the information we are looking for.

7.6.2  Data Cleaning

Data cleaning is an important step where data is cleaned to avoid produ-
cing misleading results. Tweets are checked for unwanted symbols, noise, 
and irrelevant data. Such unwanted data is then removed and everything is 
converted to lowercase.

7.6.3  Topic Modelling

Topic modelling refers to dividing corpus of documents into:

 • A set of topics covered by documents in corpus.
 • A different set of documents from the corpus grouped together based 
on the topic they cover.

The many methods that are used for topic modelling:

1. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
3. Non- Negative Matrix Factorization

Apart from these basic methods, researchers use other methods that are 
variants of these methods.
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7.7  Further Study

An article on Monkey Learn about “Introduction to topic modelling” [10] 
has very detailed information about topic modelling, its variations, its 
applications and how it works. It also explains LSA and LDA in detail. It is a 
very good read for interested readers.

Others who wish to explore topic models in detail, helpful editorial infor-
mation is available at Elsevier with title “Introduction— Topic models: What 
they are and why they matter” [11]. It should be a good read.
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8.1  Introduction

8.1.1  Background

In general, the important aspect underlying several theories in artificial intel-
ligence is the design- recognition system. The design- recognition concept 
can be implemented in several sector, including the medical sector, mili-
tary sector, education, and so forth. The principal problem in design- rec-
ognition implementation is how the data acquisition is executed so that the 
amount of numerical data produced is representative and consistent about 
the given sample. In this research, the writer makes counter propagation 
neural network application for acquaintance in the three- dimensional image 
shape’s design, with a result that can be identified by recognizing the design 
method. The media for save data using Microsoft Visual Basic version 7.0 and 
Microsoft Access.

8.1.2  Problem Formula

Building on the introduction, a problem is formulated by the method of how 
to make design recognizable for three- dimension image application, which is 
an implementation from the design recognize concept.

8.1.3  Problem Limit

This problem will limited by:

1. Image, which can be processed, is a drawing image with tool prepared 
from the application.

2. Criticize the extraction data method from a digital image becomes 
series of numeric data.

8.1.4  Direction

Make counter propagation neural network application for acquainted in 
three dimension image shape’s design with the result that can be identified 
by design recognize design method.

8.1.5  Divining Annual Research

The extraction data method for recognizing character and the numbered 
hand- written note using counter propagation neural network application, 
are related in a certain way. The difference with this research is the conver-
sion image aimed to be the input of the counter propagation neural network 
and extraction data method, especially for three- dimensional image shape.
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8.2  Literature Review

8.2.1  Image Processing Substance

Generally, image is defined as a visual representation of an object. In the com-
puter field, the image is a visual representation from an object after experien-
cing several data transformations from several series of numeric.

8.2.2  Counter- Propagation Neural Network

Counter- propagation is one of the artificial neural network’s learning process 
where, in the process changing, value is backward –  that is from the output 
layer and finally the input layer. The algorithm is as follows:

1. Neuron output value calculation at hidden layer and output.

net w s qi ij j
i

n

i= +
−
∑ ( )

1

s f neti i= ( )
Where,

i: neuron number that is being calculated its activation signal
j: neuron number that the output is contributed to i neuron
sj: output value j neuron
wij: relation content value between to i and j
qi: neuron bias value to I net function or f (neti) is also called “activa-
tion function,” that the form can vary.

2. Mistake calculation in learning process is called energy function.

E y si
x

i
s

ix y

= −( )∑∑
( )

2

,

Where,

yi : si I output neuron target output
x: actual output neuron output I when the network connected to 
x sample

3. Neuron (δi) sensitivity calculation in the hidden layers and output 
where the equation used to sensitivity calculation, both for hidden 
layers or output layers, depends on the activation function used.

4. Weigh and can change value calculation.
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Weight change:

∆W x y sij i j
x,( )δ

Can change:

∆q x yi i,( )δ

5. New weight and can calculation.

New weight:

w w w momentum wij
i

ij
i

ij ij
i+ −= + +1 1∆ ∆ 

New can:

q q qi
i

i
j

i
+ = +1 1∆

6. The steps are repeated until a small output deviation reaches expected 
stopping criteria error.

This writing used is an important parameter of sigmoid activation functions 
other from JSB is how output from JSB is represented as distributive.

8.3  Discussion and Implementation

8.3.1  Case Analysis

An image that will be identified, called sample, must go through certain 
steps so there can be a good input. The inputs that can be well accepted are 
numeric data. Therefore, the case of how to converse a digital image becomes 
series of numeric data that are representative and consistent.

8.3.2  Data Acquisition Method

Each data sample that will be researched and analyzed must be well 
represented numeric data. Therefore, it needs a method that can consistently 
extract characteristic data from each sample.

8.3.3  Data Extraction

To obtain accurate and consistent data from the sample, a simple method 
used is counting active pixel numbers that are available in sample parts. The 
numeric data extraction algorithm from each sample is:
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1. Each researched sample is divided into several areas, such as four  
columns and five rows, so that will become 20 research regions.

2. Active pixel numbers (which is not white, but black) in each region is 
calculated accurately.

3. Obtained some 20 pieces of numeric data with column and row 
attributions that is expected to represent characteristics from expected 
samples.

Figure 8.2 shows region divisions on “star” image. Then, after the pic-
ture is divided into regions, the next steps calculate active pixels from each 
region. The result from active pixels calculation each region are expressed in 
Table 8.1.

8.3.4  Data Normalization

To maintain data consistency in each research sample, each numeric data must  
be through a normalization process. The normalization method that will be  
used is itself a very simple method that is fixed compared normalization. In  
this case is a comparison between active pixel numbers in each region with  
the most active pixels. The result from the normalization process is a series  

FIGURE 8.1
Sample that represents “star” image.

FIGURE 8.2
Region division of “star” sample.
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of fractions rated from 0 (zero) to 1 (one). Table 8.1 shows that the highest  
pixel numbers lie in region 20, that is 118. Therefore, active pixel numbers  
from each region will be divided into 118 so that will result in numeric data  
as shown in Table 8.2.

8.3.5  Numeric Data Accumulation

Each sample of numeric data is normalized so that data collection will 
be accumulated in the spray form so that it is implemented in JSB. The 
accumulated final data must cover all input parameters needed by JSB from 
each parameter sample. The data that must be output is a target from each 
sample and also numeric data collection from each area is in each sample.

8.3.6  Artificial Neural Network Structure

JSB is used as a tool to analyze and also to proof the extraction concept that 
is made.

JSB Structure is a collection of in- order neurons that forms a meaningful 
structure. JSB structure as be seen. The following is neuron quantity rule in 
each layer can be seen in Table 8.3, below.

JSB has some algorithm that can be implemented. Here, a counter propaga-
tion algorithm is used. The activation function used is sigmoid activation  

TABLE 8.1

Active Pixel Grade Each Region in “Star” Sample

Region Active Pixel Grade

1 1
2 82
3 3
4 1
5 74
6 111
7 81
8 87
9 76

10 71
11 91
12 90
13 66
14 101
15 126
16 1
17 112
18 23
19 89
20 1
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other than structure, algorithm, activation function, initial value parameter,  
learn rate, momentum, and stopping criteria error, hard trapping, and match  
level will affect the final result of JSB.

8.4  Analysis and Simulation

8.4.1  Sample Preparation

The sample making needs to pay attention carefully to obtain consistent data 
towards target value. The form of the samples must be consistent and uni-
form. The sample quantity will also affect JSB performance.

TABLE 8.2

Normalized Numeric Data Each Region in “Star” Sample

Region

Active Pixel Grade

Original Normalized

1 0 1
2 92 0.7613
3 1 0.0082
4 0 1
5 84 0.6871
6 118 0.8918
7 81 0.6414
8 67 0.5439
9 60 0.4467

10 63 0.4752
11 84 0.6739
12 72 0.5788
13 53 0.3969
14 96 0.799
15 111 0.9366
16 0 1
17 119 1
18 27 0.174
19 91 0.7491
20 0 1

TABLE 8.3

Neuron Distribution

Layer Neuron quantity
Input depends on region quantity
Hidden 20
Output 18
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8.4.2  Learning Activity Simulation

The first experiment done is a value- effect analysis of Learn Rate and 
Momentum and, finally, is initial value reach effect. For the three first 
experiments used initial value reach of 02 to 2. The experiment that will be 
done will be given several limitations so that can be obtained an effective 
result. The limitations are as follows:

1. Sample used is sample 1 with Region =  5*4;
2. Maximum epoch quantity is 1000;
3. Learning process is stopped if it has gained one of three criteria, that is, 

Hard Trapping, Match Level, or Stopping Criteria Error;
4. For each case several experiments are done and the best one is taken to 

be the temporary manual for the next learning process;
5. The best result of experiment from the biggest grade of Hard Trapping, 

Match Level and/ or the smallest Stopping Criteria Error value;
6. The objective is to obtain the best JSB characteristic so that the JSB can 

“learn” pattern given the best.

8.4.3  Learn Rate Effect

To do Learn Rate Effect to JSB, first it must be decided that Momentum =  0, in 
order that the experiment will not be affected by the Momentum value. The 
experiment is done in critical and very extreme of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.9.

From the five of the simulation, it can be concluded that the best Learn  
Rates by the lowest Error Level is 0.1, and the best Learn Rates based on the  
highest Match Level is 0.3. Otherwise, due to successful rate from this experi-
ment is not measured by low rate of Error Level but from the high of Match  
Level rate, so that Simulation 2 with Learn Rates =  0.3 that will be used in the  
next experiment.

TABLE 8.4

Learn Rates Effect Experiment Result

Experiment Learn Rate Epoch Error Level Match Level

Simulation 1 0.1 1000 21.32567 45%
Simulation 2 0.3 1000 35.31232 58%
Simulation 3 0.5 1000 32.31011 55%
Simulation 4 0.9 1000 83.60323 40%
Simulation 5 1 1000 135.21421 10%
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8.4.4  Momentum Effect

The following experiment will use the best Learn Rate value that is obtained 
from previous experiments and uses different Momentum grades (0.1; 0.2; 0.5; 
0.7; 0.91) to analyze the best result based on the Momentum grade. Another 
parameter, such as initial reach, is still the same as with the previous experi-
ment. The following is some simulation done to Momentum grade change.

From the simulation, the conclusion can be obtained that JSB has a better 
learning trend in choosing symmetrical reach and, to the contrary, is not sym-
metrical. From Simulation 7 and Simulation 8, it seems that the smaller mag-
nitude (- 2 to + 2), JSB also has trend 6 to learn better. Therefore, in the next 
experiment, the grade reach will be used.

From the above simulations it can be concluded that the best Momentum 
rate is obtained in Simulation 3 with Momentum grade =  0.5. In Simulation 3 
obtained Mark Level successful grade =  100 percent in epoch 230 that shows 
JSB can learn better in the condition. Therefore, Learn Rate grade combin-
ation and Momentum can temporarily be manual to the next analysis.

8.4.5  Initial Value Reach Effect

The following is an experiment to analyze initial value reach effect to JSB. In 
this experiment JSB will be used, with the best characteristic obtained from the 
previous experiment, which is Learn rates= 0.3 and Momentum grade =  0.5. 
Following are some simulations towards initial value reach difference.

8.4.6  Regional Composition Effects towards JSB Sample

All the experiments obtained a good JSB characteristic, with Learn Rates  
value parameter =  0.3; Momentum =  0.5, and initial value reach =  - 2 to + 2.  
The experiment has proved that the letter pattern introduction method and  
hand- written numbers made by the writer can be “learned” well by JSB. This  

TABLE 8.5

Momentum Effect Experiment Result

Experiment Momentum Epoch Error Level Match Level

Simulation 1 0.1 1000 26.21457 92%
Simulation 2 0.2 1000 47.13567 62%
Simulation 3 0.5 1000 16.63731 100%
Simulation 4 0.7 1000 34.43421 70%
Simulation 5 0.9 1000 27.47765 77%
Simulation 6 1 1000 53.37567 65%
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is recognized by the reach of Match Level value =  100 percent with the char-
acteristic meant. Otherwise, to complete the experiment and analysis to the  
methods, the writer carries out an experiment that is Region composition  
effect towards JSB characteristic and final result that will be obtained. The  
result of several simulations can be seen in Table 8.6. From the six simulations  
it can be seen that Simulation 1 gives the best learning result. Therefore, it can  
be concluded that temporary Region 5*4 composition is the best.

8.5  Conclusion

Based on process and test it can be concluded that:

1. The introduction of a three- dimensional image pattern in this study can 
be implemented with a counter- propagation neural network.

2. The results obtained are based on the analysis of experimental data that 
has been carried out for the level value with the best result with this 
method being 0.5.

TABLE 8.6

Reach Effect Experiment Result

Experiment Reach Epoch Error Level Match Level

Sim 1 (A) 0 s/ d + 2 1000 34.33457 0%
Sim 2 (A) 0 s/ d - 5 1000 57.24567 0%
Sim 3 (A) - 5 s/ d 0 1000 23.76531 87%
Sim 4 (A) - 2 s/ d 0 1000 44.47621 54%
Sim 5 (A) - 5 s/ d 2 1000 38.45625 71%
Sim 6 (A) - 2 s/ d - 5 1000 61.39867 31%
Sim 7 (A) - 2 s/ d - 2 230 36.37857 100%
Sim 8 (A) - 3 s/ d - 5 100 58.29867 100%

TABLE 8.7

Region Composition Effect Experiment Result

Experiment Region Epoch Error Level Match Level

Simulasi 1 5*4 230 23.71231 100%
Simulasi 2 4*5 1000 51.65625 71%
Simulasi 3 4*4 1000 50.83221 43%
Simulasi 4 4*3 1000 48.67028 54%
Simulasi 5 3*4 1000 38.97013 91%
Simulasi 6 3*3 1000 53.22901 91%
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3. The best momentum value from this method is 0.6.
4. The method that has been used directly is proven to be able to study 

and identify the pattern using artificial neural networks.
5. Based on the results of the research that has been done, it is stated that 

the results of the three- dimensional image analysis are very accurate 
and significant.

8.6  Exercises

1. Describe the term propagation neural network.
2. Give an example of the application of artificial neural networks in the 

health sector.
3. Describe the steps of the algorithm in neural networks.
4. Give your explanation of image processing.
5. Give an example of a case study about image processing.
6. How do you calculate the process energy function in an artificial 

neural network?
7. How do you calculate the weight and weight in the artificial neural 

network?
8. How do you calculate the numeric data extraction algorithm?
9. How do you calculate the numerical data normalization results?

10. Give an example of a simulation of the problem solved using an arti-
ficial neural network.
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9.1  Introduction

The COVID pandemic triggered an economic crisis with vicious violence. 
Regional and national closures led to disruptions in global value, chain stores 
and home orders squeezed consumer demand and, as a result, business and 
personal incomes and oil prices plummeted. In fact, this price drop occurred 
as the United States and Europe experienced their first waves of COVID, while 
many emerging countries were in the early stages of their infection curves. 
As a result, for some of the world’s emerging and developing countries, the 
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effects of the pandemic manifested themselves first in foreign trade and only 
then in domestic health issues. In particular, commodity- dependent emer-
ging markets went through a particularly difficult first half of 2020. They 
were first hit by a surge of oil and other commodities and also with the flow 
of COVID infections. In this chapter, we contribute to the discussion of the 
relative importance of global factors. Specifically, we compare the import-
ance of dominant market factors in relation to the dynamics of COVID- 19 
and policy responses to explain the evolution of emerging market sovereign 
Credit Default Swap (CDS) spreads in the first half of 2020. In doing so, we 
unravel the effects of the global economic and financial turbulence due to 
the effects of lower oil prices on emerging markets. The analysis focuses 
on daily emerging market sovereign CDS spreads, comparing the impact 
of dominant market factors with the COVID- 19 dynamics, the European 
Central Bank (ECB) and the Federal Reserve Bank (FED) policies, and coun-
tries’ fiscal policies regarding sovereign spreads and fiscal adjustments to 
collapsing demand. We adopt a multistage econometric approach, drawing 
on a dataset from an international panel of MEs. In the first step, we esti-
mate a multifactor model for CDS changes spanning several years before the 
emergence of COVID- 19. Specifically, we use the model from January 2014 
to June 2019, the “pre- COVID”. In the second step, we use the estimated 
coefficients from the first step to extrapolate the model’s implicit changes in 
CDS spreads from July 2019 to June 2020. This facilitates the statistical der-
ivation of the “COVID residual”, that is, the difference between the actual 
CDS adjustment and the change implied by the model. In the second step, 
we also explain the implicit model and the actual CDS changes by COVID- 
related factors.

In other words, we examine the residuals and explain them by a panel 
analysis that uses COVID- related factors in three different areas: epidemio-
logical, economic and political factors.

9.2  Recent Literature

This chapter contributes to the literature that attempts to understand the rela-
tive importance of global and country- specific factors. We do not attempt to 
provide a general overview of the previous scholarship but, instead, refer 
readers to August 2014 for a recent listing of related studies. Intuitively, one 
might expect that the pricing of sovereign risk would be determined by 
country- specific factors, but there is evidence that some of the variation in 
sovereign CDS spreads is determined by global variables and unrelated to 
the country- specific context.
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This is particularly true for high trading frequencies, although, as we shall 
see, this is not the case for all periods. Ultimately, it is an empirical question 
whether global factors, country- specific factors, or both are together respon-
sible for the dynamics of CDS spread. To get an overview, we review the 
main academic findings from three different camps: the “pro- global”, the 
“pro- local”, and the agnostic camp and focus specifically on exchanges 
dealing with CDS spread markets. This puts our results into perspective and 
demonstrates the practical use of our method.

9.2.1  Local Risk Factors

Using data from 2003 to 2012, Ertugrul and Ozturk [3]  study the relationship 
between CDS spreads and financial market indicators for bonds, equities, 
and market currencies for selected EU countries. Their results suggest that 
CDS spreads have a cointegrating relationship with other financial market 
indicators for the entire sample.

Another conclusion that deserves special attention is that, in the long run, 
the CDS spread is negatively related to the uncertainties in the CDS market. 
They argue that this negative relationship indicates low liquidity under 
high uncertainty, which drives down CDS prices. The variation over time in 
the effects of each variable on the CDS spread is consistent with the results 
obtained from the cointegration analyses.

Covering the so- called “taper- tantrum” episode of 2013 and other EM 
episodes [1]  assesses the importance of the use of money in debt management. 
Cross- country regressions lead them to the following results: (1) Emerging 
economies with relatively better economic fundamentals experienced less 
deterioration in financial markets during the 2013 market meltdown epi-
sode. (2) Differentiation between emerging financial markets: Markets were 
established relatively early and persisted throughout this episode. (3) During 
the temper tantrum, while holding that neither macroeconomic variables 
nor country ratings significantly explain the spread of CDS changes. Second, 
measures of United States bonds, equity, and CDX High- Yield yields are the 
main drivers of CDS spread changes. Finally, their analysis suggests that CDS 
spreads are more strongly influenced by international spillovers in times of 
market stress than in normal times, which leaves some room for country– 
specific factors.

9.2.2  Global and Local Risk Factors

While the scholarships of the “pro- global” and “pro- local” camps gener-
ally recognize each other, they do so more or less casually. However, based 
on the intuition that financial asset prices are determined by country- spe-
cific fundamentals, Remolona and colleagues [14] decompose monthly data 
on risk appetite in emerging markets at five years. CDSs are spread over 
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the period 2002 to mid- 2006 into a market- based measure of expected loss 
and a risk premium. They analyze how each of these two elements relates 
to country- specific risk measures and the global risk aversion/ risk appe-
tite measure. Fundamental variables include inflation, industrial produc-
tion, consensus forecasts of GDP growth, and currency reserves. Indicators 
of global risk aversion are as follows: Tsatsaronis and Karamptatos [16], the 
effective risk appetite indicator, the VIX and a risk- tolerance index by J.P. 
Morgan Chase. They find empirical evidence that global risk aversion is the 
main determinant of sovereign risk, whereas country- specific fundamentals 
and market liquidity are more important for risk. The two components there-
fore behave differently.

9.3  Overview of Emerging Markets And COVID- 19

In contrast to previous crises, the response of emerging markets to the impact 
of COVID- 19 has been decisive: With the exception of Saudi Arabia, all 
member states put in place fiscal and non- fiscal stimulus packages. While 
the stimulus packages in emerging market economies may seem impressive 
at first glance, Alberola and colleagues [2]  point out that they are not that 
large compared to advanced economies. In fact, fiscal measures in advanced 
economies reached 8.3 percent of GDP, 6.6 percentage points (pp) more 
than following the GFC, while in emerging markets they amounted to only 
2 percent of GDP, even less than in the emerging markets of the last finan-
cial crisis. The contrast is most striking for credit guarantees: 6.6 percent of 
GDP in advanced economies and only 0.4 percent in emerging markets. The 
gap is narrower for financing facilities: 4 percent of GDP in advanced econ-
omies compared with 1.3 percent in emerging markets. The difference in 
fiscal stimulus between advanced and emerging markets may indicate a lack 
of space for the latter. But it is likely that fiscal constraints account for only 
part of the difference; another possible reason for the reduction in the fiscal 
stimulus packages is the lack of space in the advanced and emerging markets 
could be the difference in the prevalence of the pandemic: COVID- 19 affected 
advanced economies earlier and more strongly than emerging markets, with 
the exception of some Asian emerging markets.

Contrary to budgetary constraints, emerging markets seem to have had 
some leeway in terms of conventional monetary policy over advanced 
economies. In fact, emerging markets have been able to take advantage of 
greater leeway to reduce policy rates than their advanced counterparts. At 
the beginning of 2020, policy rates in emerging markets averaged 4.9 percent 
(excluding Argentina), while the average policy rate for advanced economies 
was 0.4 percent.
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Since then, member states have cut policy rates by about 114 basis points 
(excluding Argentina), compared with 40 basis points for advanced econ-
omies. However, rate cuts alone are not a panacea for emerging markets. 
Especially for oil- exporting countries (except for Mexico, which largely 
covers oil revenues), rate cuts had to go hand in hand with foreign exchange 
interventions.

9.4  Methodology

In this section, our main objective is to examine whether and to what extent 
COVID- related developments and the associated policy responses of coun-
tries, central banks, and the IMF have influenced the pricing of sovereign risk 
in emerging markets. In this context, we ask whether and to what extent the 
dominant factors and dynamics related to COVID have influenced sovereign 
risk pricing by the pandemic. We propose a two- step econometric analysis 
that takes advantage of a daily data set of cross- national panels.

In the first step, we estimate a dynamic heterogeneous multi- factor model 
for changes in five- year CDS spreads over the period from January 1, 2014 to 
June 30, 2019. Then, using the estimated parameters of the model, we apply 
a synthetic control- type procedure to extrapolate the model –  implicit change 
in CDS spreads, given by the realized values of the factors –  from July 1, 2019 
to June 30, 2020.

This approach allows us to calculate the “COVID residual”, that is, the 
difference between the realized CDS adjustment to the variation implied by 
the model at both the individual country level and the aggregate Emerging 
Markets (EM) level, during the pandemic period.

In a second step, focusing specifically on the 2020 pandemic period, we 
examine whether daily deaths due to COVIDs, announced policy responses, 
or other country fundamentals contribute to explaining the variation in the 
COVID residual.

We are taking several steps to get as close as possible to a causal interpret-
ation of our results.

First, we control for a series of alternative explanatory variables that could 
distort our results, and second, our results are not influenced by time factors 
in our example, such as the advantage of certain countries being democratic/
non-democratic or having a specific currency.

9.4.1  Stage 1 Estimate, January 2014– June 2019 (Table 9.1)

First, we estimate and evaluate a heterogeneous multi- factor model. Our  
empirical analysis uses daily data for 30 emerging market sovereigns over a  
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period of 6.5 years, from January 10, 2014 to June 30, 2020. We selected 30 MEs  
based on their undesirability and the availability of data for the dependent  
variable where undesirability is defined by the representation of a country in  
the benchmark index for ME sovereigns, the J.P. Morgan Emerging Markets  
Bond Index.

We chose this specific period because it begins after the structural break in 
the temper tantrum and to have sufficient data to calibrate and test the model 
under normal and COVID- times conditions.

9.4.1.1  Data

We use the following data:

 - Sovereign CDS (CDS spread). We use daily 5- year CDS spreads reported 
by Eikon Refinitiv and convert the levels into daily log changes.

 - Gross Domestic Product (GDP). We use GDP data in current $ reported 
by the World Bank.

TABLE 9.1

First- phase Regression Results Estimated for the Period January 2014 to June 2019

Dependent 
variable ΔCDSit Δcdsit- 1 ΔGCDSt ΔRCDSί R- Carré

Out of sample
R- Square: July 1st,
2019 to June 15, 2020

Germany –0.395*** 0.322*** 0.820*** 0.22 0.17
France –0.223*** 0.117 1.156*** 0.17 0.19
Greece –0.019 0.083 0.395*** 0.04 0.32
Ireland –0.050** 0.179*** 0.905*** 0.28 0.26
Belgium –0.368*** 0.300** 0.578*** 0.16 0.17
Spain –0.337*** 0.430*** 1.833*** 0.33 0.17
Netherlands –0.212*** 0.235*** 0.566*** 0.15 0.22
Austria –0.269*** –0.097 0.955*** 0.17 0.12
Cyprus –0.125*** 0.161* 0.149** 0.03 0.20
Estonia –0.222*** –0.156*** 0.167*** 0.09 0.07
Italy 0.021 0.305*** 1.470*** 0.37 0.16
Latvia –0.034 0.407*** 0.158*** 0.09 0.01
Lithuania –0.093*** 0.275*** 0.189*** 0.10 0.01
Portugal –0.052** 0.407*** 1.229*** 0.30 0.55
Slovenia –0.127*** 0.170*** 0.200*** 0.09 0.01
Slovak Republic –0.168*** 0.305*** 0.173*** 0.16 0.01
Finland –0.175*** 0.209*** 0.459*** 0.18 0.19

NB: Country- specific time series regression estimates from equation 1. Dependent is the change 
in the daily CDS spread. ***, **, * correspond to 1, 5, and 10 percent significance, respectively. 
Out- of- sample (pseudo) R- squared reports the percentage change in the real Δcdsit explained 
by the model’s implied values over the out- of- sample estimation period, July to December 
2019. Number of daily observations per country, T, equal to 1.432.
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9.4.1.2  Specification

First, we estimate a dynamic factor model on the data from the pre- COVID 
period of the following form:

 Δcdsi,t =  αi +  ɸiΔcdsi,t- 1 +  βi1ΔGCDSt+  βi2ΔGCDSί,j,t+ εi,t (1)

January 1.2014 ≤ t < July 1.2019

And ΔCDSi,t = In (CDSi,t)/ (CDSi,t- 1)

Our result variable is the daily variation of the logarithm of the dispersion 
of CDS in the country 𝑖. On the right, we include the lagged dependent 
variable and two factors. A global factor, Δ𝐺DCS𝑡 and a regional EM factor 
Δ𝑅DCS𝑖′, 𝑗, 𝑡. The global factor is constructed as the GDP- weighted cross- 
sectional average of the daily changes in log CDS over a reference group of 
20 advanced economies: the United States, Japan, and 18- euro area member 
states. It therefore captures the common component of fluctuations in sover-
eign risk at the global level. The regional factor is constructed slightly differ-
ently. It is the GDP- weighted cross- sectional average of the daily variations 
in the logarithm of CDSs relative to the reference sovereigns of a country in 
its region. In other words, the 30 emerging markets were first classified into 
seven reference groups based on their geographical proximity and depend-
ence on oil exports.

We estimate the model over the pre- COVID period from January 1, 2014 to 
June 30, 2019.

Instead of estimating the model to the end of 2019, we chose this window 
because it extends from July to December 2019 to validate the out- of- sample 
accuracy of our model before the COVID shock in 2020. Finally, the COVID 
residual is defined as follows:

 Δcri,t =  Δcdsit ‒ [ἂi +  ɸiΔcdsi,t- 1 + βi1ΔGCDSt+ βi2ΔGCDSί,j,t] (2)

By simply comparing the realized change in log CDS to the expected value of 
the model, and  taking into account the actual realization of the factors and 
the lagged change in log CDS.

9.4.1.3  Exposure to global and regional risks and fiscal 
fundamentals in emerging markets

Regional and global betas are positively, but not significantly, associated with 
the size of COVID- related fiscal stimulus in emerging markets. This leaves 
room for two interpretations: On the one hand, since the coefficients are not 
statistically significant, it cannot be excluded that systematically riskier coun-
tries (higher regional betas) issued less stimulus/ GDP due to considerations 
of lack of fiscal space. On the other hand, if Saudi Arabia, which is an outlier, 
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were removed from the sample, the coefficients would become potentially 
significant. This, in turn, could mean that although countries with high betas 
would generally find it difficult to engage in deficit spending, the seriousness 
of the situation, coupled with a low interest rate environment, could mean 
that countries that would otherwise be perceived as risky could engage in 
economic stimulus.

9.4.2  Second Estimation Phase, January– June 2020

For the second stage of estimation, we separate the out- of- sample period 
from January to June 2020 into three COVID sub- periods:

 - January– February 2020 (start of COVID)
 - March 2020 (peak COVID)
 - April– June 2020 (end of COVID)

9.4.2.1  Data

 - Infections. We use daily infections reported by country by the Johns 
Hopkins University Center for Systems Science and Engineering (JHU 
CSSE). Figures include confirmed and probable when reported.

 - Deaths. We use the daily deaths by country reported by JHU CSSE. 
Figures include confirmed and probable where it was reported.

 - Mobility. We use daily routing requests by country reported by Apple 
(driving; walking; public transit).

 - Index of stringency. We use the Oxford COVID- 19 Government 
Response Tracker as a measure that records the stringency of “lock- in 
style” policies that primarily restrict people’s behavior.

 - Daily fiscal and monetary policy announcements. This information 
was collected for individual countries, for the Central Bank, and for 
the Federal Reserve. These columns indicate whether an action or 
proposal was made by a given nation/ institution on a specific date 
in the but do not control the size or number of fonts on a given day. 
A line is coded “1” if the date corresponds to the announcement 
of at least one political key. Except for the Federal Reserve (whose 
major announcements were related to interest rate cuts and budget 
spending), we have restricted our analysis of key fiscal policies 
to those that provided “millions” or “billions” of local currency 
spending units.

The extended list of sources that used to aggregate these data can be found 
in the online appendix.
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 - External debt. We use the total stock of external and private sector debt 
as a percentage of GDP as reported by the World Bank. The data are 
annual.

 - Debt owed to China. We use the estimate of the total stock of external 
debt owed to China in current US dollars as a proportion of the debtor’s 
GDP as reported by Horn and colleagues [8] .

9.4.2.2  Specification

We first estimate a panel model examining the relationship between the 
COVID residual, defined as the difference between the realized values of the 
daily variation in the spread of CDS and the implied values of the dynamic 
factor model (1), and a set of COVID- related variables from three different 
domains: pandemic, economy, and policy measures. The second step of the 
model specification is as follows:

 Δcrit =  ϑi +  ʎt +  ϴXit
COVID + yXi,t

economy + ɲX i,t
policy +  εi,t (3)

The variables specific to a pandemic: mortality outcomes, in which we 
include daily new mortality (per 1 million population), daily growth rate 
of new mortality, total mortality rate (per 1 million population), and total 
mortality growth rate, measure of daily mobility in terms (reported by 
Apple), and daily growth rates of policy stringency indices (constructed by 
OxCGRT). Lower levels of mobility or stricter non- pharmaceutical govern-
ment interventions may signal greater economic contraction, which may 
increase the burden of debt financing and thus had an impact on the price of 
debt during the COVID- 19 pandemic.

Economic variables include the effect of oil prices on revenues, request for 
information (RFI) announcements, sovereign fund reserves, external debt 
ratios, and debt to China ratios.

It is interesting to note that all three policy measures, that is, the FED, the 
ECB, and country- specific fiscal policies, have statistically significant asso-
ciations with COVID residuals. Specifically, the interaction of fiscal policy 
with the level of external debt is positive, indicating that countries that have 
increased their debt burdens through stimulus measures, or countries that 
already have relatively high debt burdens were likely to see a larger gap in 
the dynamics of CDS spread. More (hidden) debt to China is also positively 
associated with CDS residuals, although not statistically significantly so, in 
all specifications. However, the interaction of debt to China with the fiscal 
policy dummy is again negatively correlated with CDS spreads and statis-
tically significantly, as is the interaction of (non- hidden) external debt with 
the fiscal policy dummy. This suggests some investor indifference to the sus-
tainability of the announced stimuli, which can probably be explained in part 
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by the fact that many financial market players are not aware of the debt that 
countries owe to China.

Finally, the effect of oil revenues is statistically highly significant in 
specifications 3 and 4, indicating that oil exporters experience a relative com-
pression of COVID residues compared to oil importers. A noteworthy finding 
is the F- statistic in the first specification. Since this statistic is not significant, 
we cannot reject the fact that the group of COVID variables is jointly insig-
nificant. This means that the COVID residuals are not due to COVID- specific 
risks but rather to traditional drivers of sovereign debt pricing, such as the 
margin of fiscal maneuvering, the effects of oil revenues and global factors 
such as the and European monetary policy, because Specification 4 contains 
jointly significant variables.

9.4.2.3  Residue Review, March 2020

Next, we use a modified specification to compare the explanatory power of 
the predictions of the factor model and the variables related to COVID. We do 
this by treating the logarithmic changes in CDS spreads as the outcome vari-
able, while increasing the panel regression with the model’s implied values 
of (1) on the right- hand side and the COVID- related variables as in (3)

Δcdsi,t =  ϑi +  ʎt +  Γ Δcdsi,t +  ϴXit
COVID + yXi,t

economy +  ɲX i,t
policy +  εi,t (4)

With

Δcdsit =  ἂi +  ɸiΔcdsi,t- 1 +  βi1ΔGCDSt +  βi2ΔGCDSί,j,t

These are the implied values of the daily changes in the CDS spread generated 
by the factor model:

(1) The fixed effects are again designated by ϑ𝑖 and λ𝑡, representing the 
fixed effects by country and period respectively.

Essentially, in (4), we separate the two components that make up the 
COVID residual. In this way, it becomes clear that the regression in (3) with 
the COVID residual as an outcome variable is equivalent to the restricted 
regression in (4) when Γ =  1. (4) relaxes this assumption implicit in (3) and 
allows for a richer analysis.

9.5  Results

First, after including the COVID- related variables, the coefficient of the 
model’s implied values remain statistically significant and keep their positive 
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sign, implying that the model’s implied values still track the changes in CDS 
spread achieved during the COVID- 19 pandemic, giving merit to our model 
selection in the first instance.

Second, both the daily new mortality and the growth rate of new mortality 
are positively and significantly correlated with the daily changes in CDS spread 
over the specification set. Consistent with the evolution of the time series of 
COVID residuals shown in the previous section (Figure 9.1), countries that had 
higher levels of new daily mortality rates or higher new mortality growth rates 
were likely to experience a more severe daily spread of CDS changes.

Third, announcements of country- specific budget measures to address the 
pandemic appear significantly associated with daily CDS changes. Countries 
that announced fiscal responses and thus increased debt burdens were more 
likely to experience daily variations in CDS spreads.

It is important to note that our results show that factors specific to COVID 
explain most of the variation in CDS spread dynamics during the COVID- 19 
pandemic period. In particular, mortality results, including new daily mor-
tality dynamics, explain about 6 percent of the variation, with COVID- spe-
cific policy announcements adding another 3 percent. In contrast, dynamic 
factor model predictions explain only about 2 percent of the variation over 
this period, implying that the explanatory power of COVID- specific factors 
is almost five times greater than that of regional and global factors that did a 
good job for 18 times the normal range.

The high-frequency regression parameter of the country panel may lead 
to low overall explanatory power even after controlling for COVID-specific 
factors in addition to regional and global factors.

In Figure 9.2, we present the overall (average) dynamics of CDS spread for 
the euro zone countries during the pandemic by plotting the overall realized 
and implied values of the model. Surprisingly, the global values implicit in 
our regressions (which consider COVID- specific factors) almost perfectly 
follow the realized values, so that their lines coincide with each other.

We can see this by plotting the realized aggregate values, the model 
implied values in column (1) of Table 9.3 and the model implied values in 
column (4) of Table 9.3. Surprisingly, the global values implied by the model 
in equation (4), which for COVID - specific factors, almost perfectly traces the 
realized values, so that their rows coincide with each other. We therefore con-
clude that COVID- specific factors play an important role in explaining the 
divergent dynamics of CDS spread during the pandemic and should not be 
ignored in the pricing of debt in the euro area during this period.

A potential limitation of the second- step analysis, which may contribute to 
the overall low R- squared values of the model, is the omission of important 
variables due to data limitations.

For example, credit tenure could play a key role in the eligibility of assets  
for purchase by the ECB, but we have no control over this. Another important  
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FIGURE 9.1
Emerging market sovereign CDS from July 2019 to June 2020.

Note: The top left panel of the figure plots the actual changes in the mean cumulative ME (log) 
CDS spread over the period COVID- 19 (solid) compared to those implied by the factor model 
(dashes). First, it should be noted that the factor model does a good job of predicting changes 
in the CDS spread to the end of 2019. However, from 2020 onwards, the actual and predicted 
series start to diverge. The gap between actual and predicted only begins to narrow in March 
2020, when governments and central banks around the world announced economic stimulus 
packages. The top right panel shows the cross- country dispersion of CDS spreads over the 
same period. While the dispersion increased in the second half of 2019, it increased in March 
2020, highlighting the emergence of country- specific exposure. The lower panels compare the 
five countries with the highest mortality rates to the five countries with the lowest mortality 
rates in April. The lower left panel suggests that the evolution of actual CDS spreads has been 
similar for high mortality and low mortality countries. Nevertheless, the lower right panel 
indicates that the high- mortality countries initially experienced larger fluctuations in their CDS 
spreads, but that the gap between actual and expected values became similar to that of the low- 
mortality countries in July.

Source*: Hevia, C, P A Neumeyer (2020), “A perfect storm: COVID- 19 in emerging 
economies”, VoxEU.org, 21 April.
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issue is the interpretation of global and regional factors as reflecting funda-
mental proxies. If COVID- 19 is a global shock, then our interpretation of the  
global factor may not be accurate, as the variation in the global factor may  
incorporate both fundamental and pandemic information. This is a special  
case of the more general problem of identifying idiosyncratic or country- spe-
cific variations in macroeconomic and financial research, a common dilemma  
when exploring the extent of financial contagion [17].

9.6  Conclusion

We investigate the role that country- specific and global variables have in  
determining emerging market sovereign CDS during the pandemic crisis. We  
use a two- stage econometric model approach. First, a heterogeneous factor  

FIGURE 9.2
Risks and factors related to COVIDs considered for average CDS in the euro zone.

*Note: Solid lines reflect average daily changes in euro zone CDS spreads. Dotted lines reflect 
the average expected changes in euro area CDS spreads, as specified in [1] and [4] in Table 9.2, 
respectively.
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model is used to “form” a model that predicts daily changes in CDS spreads  
based on previous changes and overall CDS dynamics. The method is useful  
for addressing various data issues that are particularly relevant in emerging  
markets, such as data unavailability and differences in data frequency.

The model makes relatively accurate forecasts both in- sample (January  
2014– June 2019) and out- of- sample (July 2019– December 2019). In 2020,  
forecasts lose precision and residuals increase. Given that COVID is a global  
pandemic and that the spread of CDS in countries around the world has been  
affected, we consider the increase in residuals as a sign that country- specific  
variables, in particular drive CDS spreads in times of crisis. The residuals  

TABLE 9.2

Residual COVID Sovereign Deviations, Reduced Sample, Pandemic Period 
March 2020.

Sovereign Variances Residual COVID

(1) (2) (3)

New mortality rate 0.0096**
(0.0043)

0.0102*
(0.0055)

0.0108*
(0.0056)

New growth in mortality rate 0.0033***
(0.0008)

0.0035***
(0.0010)

0.0033***
(0.0010)

Total mortality rate –0.0004
(0.0006)

–0.0004
(0.0008)

–0.0004
(0.0008)

Growth in total mortality rate –0.0456
(0.0433)

–0.0510
(0.0482)

–0.0510
(0.0492)

Mobility 0.0004
(0.0006)

0.0003
(0.0006)

SI Growth 0.0093
(0.0553)

0.0141
(0.0567)

Country- by- country budget policy announcement 0.0394*
(0.0219)

Announcement on EU tax policy –0.0065
(0.0647)

ECB policy announcement 0.0323
(0.0696)

Fed policy announcement 0.0414
(0.0747)

Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Observations 156 149 149
R2 0.0416 0.0423 0.0600
F Statistic 1.2362 0.7883 0.6569

Note:
Pandemic Sample: Data as of March 2020; Residual COVID: The difference between the actual 
adjustment of the CDS and the change implied by the model, both at the level of individual 
countries and at the level of the aggregated EA (Embryonic Zebrafish) over the pandemic period. 
*, **, *** correspond to an importance of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively. Robust HAC standard 
errors, grouped by country. EFPs of time and country.
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are particularly significant at the time of peak COVID in March 2020, which  
corroborates several papers in the literature that focus on the nature of the time  
variation in the relationship between autonomous CDS spreads and explana-
tory variables. Second, regressions of residuals on fundamentals suggest  
that COVID mortality and infections are not as important as the variables to  
explain CDS spreads the capture of fiscal space, economic activity, FED and  
ECB actions, and oil price changes.

There are two possible interpretations of the relative insignificance of 
COVID mortality and infections for changes in CDS spread. On the one hand, 
international investors may view COVID mortality and infection data as 
noisy and unreliable and not pay too much attention to them when making 

TABLE 9.3

Panel Analysis of Daily Change in CDS spreads, Pandemic Sample

Dependent variable / 
Daily change in CDS Gap (1) (2) (3) (4)

Daily change in CDS spreads 0.3689**
(0.1797)

–0.4345**
(0.1912)

–0.4707**
(0.1954)

–0.5135***
(0.1856)

New mortality rate 0.0086**
(0.0034)

0.0087*
(0.0047)

0.0094*
(0.0050)

New growth in mortality rate 0.0038***
(0.0008)

0.0038***
(0.0011)

0.0029***
(0.0010)

Total mortality rate –0.0005
(0.0004)

–0.0005
(0.0006)

–0.0004
(0.0006)

Growth in total mortality rate 0.0169
(0.0407)

–0.0151
(0.0478)

–0.0135
(0.0473)

Mobility 0.00002
(0.0008)

–0.0001
(0.0007)

SI growth 0.0044
(0.0464)

0.0069
(0.0407)

Country- by- country budget policy 
announcement

0.0475**
(0.0218)

Announcement on EU tax policy 0.0138
(0.0584)

ECB policy announcement –0.0261
(0.0678)

Fed policy announcement –0.0509
(0.0558)

Effects fixes Y Y Y Y
Observations 374 156 149 149
R2 0.0206 0.0812 0.0866 0.1184
F Statistic 7.0406*** 1.9975* 1.4351 1.2448

Note:
Pandemic Sample: Data after March 2020; COVID Residual: The difference between the actual 
CDS adjustment and the change implied by the model, both at the individual country level 
and the aggregate EA levels during the pandemic period. *, **, *** correspond to 10%, 5% and 1 
respectively. Robust HAC standard errors, grouped by country. FEs by time and country.
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their investment decisions. On the other hand, international investors may be 
aware that COVID is a pandemic that may ultimately affect all countries to 
roughly the same degree in terms of health impacts and, therefore, focus less 
on infections and mortality and more on economic performance and stability.

An interesting empirical corollary is the finding that while the external 
debt and GDP levels of emerging countries are not statistically significant in 
explaining the COVID residuals, the (hidden) debt to China is statistically 
significant.
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10.1  Introduction

Predictive analyses use techniques such as machine learning and deep 
learning, which are artificial intelligence (AI) technologies, to predict what is 
likely to happen. They will never be able to predict the future, but they can 
examine existing data and establish a probable outcome. This type of ana-
lysis is important in business intelligence (BI) because it can help to process 
large data volumes in real time, have a vision of what is likely to happen in 
the future, and anticipate the appropriate actions to take to increase profits 
and avoid crises.

Despite the importance of predictive analyses in BI, their usage rate remains 
low compared to other types of analyses, such as descriptive and diagnostic 
ones. According to Dresner Advisory Services, survey results reported in the 
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American economic magazine Forbes [1] state that companies focus more on 
historical data to better understand past events. This observation is confirmed 
by the results of an IDC France study [2], which reveals a rate of only 9 per-
cent of French enterprises that have used predictive solutions, even though 
they are a priority for 26 percent of business departments. According to the 
same study, this low rate can be explained by organizational, technical, and 
human obstacles, especially in large company structures.

Currently, several scientific articles talk about predictive analyses, but very 
few link them to BI. The research studies found along those lines ([3] and [4]) 
uses BI tools to mainly understand the data (correlations, frequencies, etc.) 
and then exploits the results on predictive analysis independently of the BI 
tool. The purpose of this article is to explain how to have these analyses on BI 
tools in addition to descriptive and diagnostic ones. More precisely, to prove 
the efficiency of BI tools in terms of data prediction, to explain the approach 
of integrating this type of analysis on these tools, to test different predictive 
models including machine learning and deep learning ones, and to qualify 
the precision of these different models. The application of these points will 
be done by working on a sample of data of a current important topic which 
is COVID- 19.

10.2  Methodology

10.2.1  Dataset

For this article, we chose to work on COVID- 19 data. The information was 
extracted from the database of the Center for Systems Science and Engineering 
(CSSE), Johns Hopkins University (JHU) [5]. The choice of this dataset was 
made according to several criteria:

 • Use a reliable data source.

 • Use a complete global dataset.

 • Have diversified data (confirmed, deceased, and recovered cases).

 • Have data broken down by several analysis axes, specifically the tem-
poral one essential for the type of predictions we want to implement.

 • Have data with a daily refresh to stay up to date.

 • Have the ability to extract data in a format that can be easily interpreted 
by a BI tool.
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10.2.2  BI Tool

The solution we chose to implement predictive analyses is Power BI: a 
collection of software services, applications, and connectors developed by 
Microsoft. With Power BI, we can connect to multiple different sources of 
data, combine them into a data model, and use this model to build visuals and 
dashboards. Power BI differs from other tools by its graphical richness, ease 
of use, and powerful features using advanced programming languages such 
as Python and R. For all these reasons and more, Power BI is positioned for 
the past few years as the leader of BI platforms, according to Gartner Magic 
Quadrant [6]. For this work, we used the free version: Power BI desktop.

10.2.3  Machine Learning Environment

Before starting the implementation of predictive analysis, it is useful to prepare 
a machine learning environment by making a set of installations: Anaconda, 
R and Python packages, specific libraries such as NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, 
Keras, Tensorflow, Sklearn, Statsmodels. These installations are done inde-
pendently of Power BI, but once connected, the tool automatically detects 
their locations.

10.2.4  Data Integration

Once the installation was completed, we created a Power BI application and 
loaded the COVID- 19 data using the following steps:

 • Establish connections to data sources: In our case, the data is accessible 
through a URL, so we used the “Web” functionality of Power BI [7] 
to get the global statistics of confirmed, recovered, and deceased cases 
from the CSSE database.

 • Prepare data: To facilitate the use of the collected data, some transform-
ations have been done such as formatting dates, transposing data to 
have them in rows, and not in columns, and renaming fields.

 • Create a data model: This means creating links between the three data 
sources (recovered, confirmed, and deceased cases) to be able to cross 
them on a single graph or to analyze them using the same analysis axis 
such as dates, countries, and so forth.

10.2.5  Visualization of Historical Data

Once the data model was established, we created some dashboards, starting 
with global distributions and then zooming in on Morocco as shown in 
Figures 10.1 and 10.2.
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At this stage, we have only restituted the historical data to get a clearer idea  
of the evolution of COVID- 19. After analyzing the visuals, a question came to  
mind: What will be the situation in the coming days, especially in Morocco?  
To answer this question, it was necessary to do predictive analyses, and this  
is what we will explain in detail in the next chapter.

FIGURE 10.1
Worldwide distribution of confirmed cases.
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10.3  Results Interpretation

In this section, we will present the results of several predictive analyses 
realized in different ways on Power BI. For these analyses, we focused on 
the confirmed cases in Morocco, and we made predictions over 10 days from 
16 September 2020. We will begin by presenting the results of each analysis. 
Then, we will qualify the exactitude of each predictive model to find the best 
one in terms of precision. Finally, we will explain the difference in the results 
of some models.

10.3.1  Results of Forecast Option

On some Power BI graphics, especially line charts, we can easily add a forecast 
to historical data by using the analytics pane [8]. Figure 10.3 and Table 10.1 
show a view of the results returned after applying the necessary parameters.

10.3.2  Results of the Prediction Models Using R

In addition to the graphics available on Power BI, it is possible to import 
other ones with advanced functionalities from the Microsoft AppSource [9]. 
The graphics imported and used in this work are:

FIGURE 10.2
Evolution of confirmed, recovered, and deceased cases in Morocco.
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 • Forecasting with ARIMA: This type of graphic applies one of the most  
commonly used methods for time- series forecasting, ARIMA (Auto-  
Regressive Integrated Moving Average).

 • Forecast using Neural Network by MAQ Software: Neural networks 
are based on advanced data training and learning algorithms. They are 
generally recognized by their performance and for their ability to return 
results that are more or less close to reality.

To use these visuals, we have to import them and apply the necessary settings 
according to our analysis needs. Once the settings are applied, the graphics 
automatically run their appropriate algorithm on R and return the results as 
shown in Figures 10.4, 10.5 and Table 10.2.

TABLE 10.1

Prediction Results of Confirmed Cases in Morocco Using 
the Forecast Option of Power BI

Date Predicted confirmed cases

09/ 17/ 2020 93862
09/ 18/ 2020 95706
09/ 19/ 2020 97551
09/ 20/ 2020 99396
09/ 21/ 2020 101241
09/ 22/ 2020 103086
09/ 23/ 2020 104931
09/ 24/ 2020 106776
09/ 25/ 2020 108621
09/ 26/ 2020 110466

FIGURE 10.3
Prediction results of confirmed cases in Morocco using the forecast option of Power BI.
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TABLE 10.2

Prediction Results of Confirmed Cases in Morocco 
Using the Models: ARIMA and ANN

Date ARIMA ANN

09/ 17/ 2020 92016 92762
09/ 18/ 2020 93895 93459
09/ 19/ 2020 95774 94108
09/ 20/ 2020 99532 94712
09/ 21/ 2020 101412 95274
09/ 22/ 2020 103291 95795
09/ 23/ 2020 105170 96278
09/ 24/ 2020 107049 96725
09/ 25/ 2020 108928 97139
09/ 26/ 2020 110807 97521

FIGURE 10.4
Prediction results of confirmed cases in Morocco using the ARIMA model.

FIGURE 10.5
Prediction results of confirmed cases in Morocco using the ANN model.
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10.3.3  Results of the Prediction Models Using Python

While analyzing the results returned by the ARIMA and ANN models using 
R, a question came to our mind: If we redo one of these models on Python, will 
we get the same results? To answer this question, we chose to reimplement 
the ARIMA model on Python by following the steps below:

 • Realize the Python code of each model on the Jupyter Notebook and 
test the results referring to the tutorials [10] [11].

 • Integrate the codes on Power BI [12] and link the Python prediction 
data to the existing one.

 • Create new line charts on Power BI to visualize predicted data.

Figures 10.6 and Table 10.3 illustrate the results obtained.

TABLE 10.3

Prediction Results of Confirmed Cases in Morocco Using the 
ARIMA Model Implemented on Python

Date Predicted confirmed cases using ARIMA Python

09/ 17/ 2020 93993
09/ 18/ 2020 95791
09/ 19/ 2020 97842
09/ 20/ 2020 99810
09/ 21/ 2020 101765
09/ 22/ 2020 103847
09/ 23/ 2020 105841
09/ 24/ 2020 107883
09/ 25/ 2020 109963
09/ 26/ 2020 112341

FIGURE 10.6
Prediction results of confirmed cases in Morocco using the ARIMA model implemented on 
Python.
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10.4  Qualification of the Predictive Models

Given the difference between the results obtained, it was necessary to qualify 
the precision of each model in order to identify the most reliable.

The evaluation of predictive models is done in several ways, such as calcu-
lating evaluation indices like the root mean square error (RMSE). The lower 
the RMSE value, the better the model is evaluated in terms of precision. The 
application of the RMSE requires actual and predicted data for the same 
period. So, we waited a few days to get the real statistics, then we used Excel 
to calculate the RMSE. Table 10.4 illustrates the results obtained.

The lowest RMSE corresponds to the ARIMA Python. We can then consider 
that the predictive analyses of this model are the most reliable in our context.

10.5  Conclusion

Through this article, we have proven that with the same BI tool we can have 
both historical and predictive analyses. By combining these two types of ana-
lyses, we were able to have an idea not only on the evolution of COVID- 19 
in Morocco in the previous months but also on the risks we can face in the 
coming days. It has also been shown that, with predictive models using arti-
ficial intelligence technologies, we can have better results in terms of data 
prediction.

What has been applied on the COVID- 19 dataset is of course valid for any 
type of data that can be represented in a time series. Furthermore, the setting 
used for the days is also valid for the months and the years if we wish to 
extend the prediction area further.

Finally, it is important to talk about the added value of this work in terms 
of cost: Using a single BI tool for historical and future analysis costs less than 
using several tools, each one of them specialized in a particular type of ana-
lysis. Costs can also be better managed by applying optimization actions 
deduced from the predicted data.

TABLE 10.4

RMSE Results

Prediction method RMSE

“Forecast” option 2812
ARIMA R 3073
ANN R 10551
ARIMA Python 1940
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